Double Edged Blades: Re-visiting the British (and Irish) Flint Daggers

By CATHERINE J. FRIEMAN

APPENDIX: CATALOGUE OF BRITISH (AND IRISH) FLINT DAGGERS

This catalogue contains all known flint daggers with British (and Irish) find locations. The information collected relies on archival research in various county HERs and through the use of the Heritage Gateway online resource; on consultation of published catalogues, excavation reports etc; and on visits to numerous Museum collections. All observations of use-wear are macro-scopic and assessed through the use of a 10× hand lens.

The Museums below have been visited and the contents of their collections verified; the rest are recorded based on published information and may be out of date:

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
Barbican Museum, Lewes
Birmingham City Museum, Birmingham
BM: British Museum, London
Central Museum, Southend
CMAA: University of Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology
Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum, Glasgow
HERM: Hull and East Riding Museum, Hull
Hunterian Museum, Glasgow
Ipswich Museum, Ipswich
Lynn Museum, King's Lynn
Museum of Somerset, Taunton
NMS: National Museums Scotland, Edinburgh
NMW: National Museum of Wales, Cardiff
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe
Norwich Castle Museum, Norwich
Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford
Royal Cornwall Museum, Truro
Royal pavilion, Brighton
The Castle Museum, Colchester
The Collection, Lincoln
Townley Hall Museum, Burnley
Wiltshire Museum, Devizes

Measurement abbreviations are as follows:

L: Length
BL.L: Blade length
Ta.L: Tang length
BL.W: Maximum blade width
Ta.W: Maximum tang width
Pt.Max.W.: Point of maximum width from tip
Ta.Th.: Maximum tang thickness
Bl.Th.: Maximum blade thickness
1. UK/Ireland
BM (2005,0501.985)
L. 126mm; Bl.L. 87mm; Ta.L. 39mm; Bl.W. 29mm; Ta.W. 31mm; Pt.Max.W. 95mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Short-tanged dagger. Near complete dagger with very tapered tang edges. Refined manufacture technique with invasive sub-parallel retouch on both faces. Profile thickens towards butt end, but is slim throughout. Possibly resharpened. Wear on blade consists of blunting and small fractures along the edges and some rounding on the faces. Tang edges and faces are rounded with some irregular flaking visible on tang faces. Dark brown flint with irregular yellowish-brown patination which becomes more homogeneous towards the butt end. Surface is glassy, matte and homogeneous with only one visible inclusion. Opaque. No cortex present.
No contextual information available.

2. UK/Ireland
BM (2005,0501.984)
L. 146mm; Bl.W. 66mm; Pt.Max.W. 59mm; Bl.Th. 23mm
Class 4. Possible preform. Complete dagger of medium refinement. Very tapered tang edges and pointed butt. Scaled flaking covers both faces. Profile thickest at point of maximum width in the blade area. Unresharpened. Wear on blade consists of irregular flaking on edges, handling polish and rounding on faces. Tang edges show blunting and crushing, tang faces are rounded. Pale grey flint mottled with light brownish-grey. Surface is glassy, shiny and inhomogeneous with many small, cherty inclusions. No cortex is present.
No contextual information available.

3. UK
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J93.387)
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

4. England
CMAA (Z 32161)
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

5. Unknown (likely London), Britain
MOL (O1028)
L. 153mm; Bl.L. 71mm; Ta.L. 82mm; Bl.W. 61mm; Ta.W. 58mm; Pt.Max.W. 61mm; Ta.Th. 12mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Class 1. Complete flint dagger with tip. Tang edges somewhat tapered to flat butt. Refined manufacture technique. Scaled retouch covers both faces. In profile it is evenly lenticular with the thickest point at the junction of blade and tang. Four definite notches: one pair near the junction and two further on one edge. Rather deep flake scars on tang edges might have been made or used as notches. Resharpened. Wear includes minimal flaking along blade edges, handling polish and rounding on blade faces, crushing and grinding on tang edges and rounding and handling polish on tang faces. A polished facet is present near the base. Butt end and part of blade are opaque black, tip end is dark grey mottled with small black dots. Surface is somewhat granular, reasonably homogeneous and matte. Partially translucent. No inclusions present. No cortex visible.
No contextual information available.

6. Unknown (likely London), Britain
MOL (O1034)
L. 145mm; Bl.L. 72mm; Ta.L. 73mm; Bl.W. 46mm; Ta.W. 41mm; Pt.Max.W. 54mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 3. Complete dagger with tip. Tang edges are somewhat tapered and butt is rather rounded but with a point. Manufacture technique is refined. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Profile is somewhat plano-convex and thickens to junction of blade and tang. Resharpened. Wear includes minimal flaking along blade edges, rounding on tang edges and some irregular handling polish on one face on both the blade and tang. Brownish patinated flint with a reasonably homogeneous appearance. Diagonal grey and black linear across blade. Surface is glassy and shiny. Highly translucent. A few discrete and irregular cherty inclusions are present. No cortex is present.
No contextual information available.

7. Unknown (likely London), Britain
MOL (O1031 [not located])
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

8. Unknown (likely London), Britain
MOL (O711 [lost])
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
9. Thames
Wiltshire Museum, Devizes (DZWS:1992.79)
L. 227mm; Bl.L. 111mm; Ta.L. 116mm; Bl.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 73mm; Ta.Th. 22mm; Bl.Th. 24mm
Class 4. Complete dagger preform with tip. Extremely long and thick. Tang edges somewhat tapered, base rounded. Manufacture technique is somewhat refined. Scaled retouch covers both faces. In profile it is oval to lenticular with the thickest point at the point of maximum width. Unresharpened. Wear includes rounding on blade edges, crushing and rounding on tang edges, both faces show rounding, perhaps from rolling underwater. Fully patinated dark brown with lighter grey showing through flint along edges. Surface is glossy, shiny and somewhat homogeneous. Some small possibly cherty inclusions are present but difficult to distinguish due to patination. Opaque. Small area of cortex encircled by darker transition zone present on one blade face.
Found in the River Thames.

10. Blows Moss, South Ronaldsay, Orkney
Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum (A.1955.96.ch)
L. 134mm; Bl.L. 60mm; Ta.L. 74mm; Bl.W. 47mm; Ta.W. 43mm; Pt.Max.W. 51mm; Ta.Th. 7mm; Bl.Th. 6mm
Class 3. Complete dagger with tip present. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. Refined manufacture technique. Both faces covered largely in scaled retouch, but sub-parallel oblique retouch is present on one face. Handle edges somewhat rough and slightly denticulated, but not quite notched. In profile it is lenticular and very slim. Polished facet near the base end. Resharpened to the point that blade is slightly asymmetrical. Wear on blade includes small flake scars around the edges and handling polish on both faces. Wear on tang comprises crushing and rounding at the edges and near the base and irregular areas of handling polish on the faces. Extremely variegated light grey flint with lighter and darker grey mottling. Surface is very glassy and shiny. Largely opaque. Structure is quick inhomogeneous with numerous cherty inclusions which evidently proved somewhat challenging to knap across. Small area of cortex is present on one tang face at the base end.
Found 1888 during peat cutting.
Callander 1931; Evans 1897; Scott 1962

11. Braes of Glenlivet (Clachdhu), Inveravon, Moray
Elgin Museum
Cast of a flint dagger. No morphological information available.
Found on the Clachdhu, Braes of Glenlivet.

12. Deeside, Aberdeenshire
NMS (X.AA.75)
L. 105mm; Bl.L. 75mm; Ta.L. 20mm; Bl.W. 41mm; Ta.W. 37mm; Pt.Max.W. 51mm; Ta.Th. 6mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Found within a short cist.
PSAS 1892–3

13. Guthrie Estate, Guthrie, Angus
Unknown collection
L. 165mm; Bl.W. 38mm; Complete flint dagger. Described as being a pale straw colour blended with pale blue, probably indicating partial cortication.
Found in a cairn.
Evans 1897; Gomme 1886

14. Kirkbuddo, Inverarity, Angus
NMS (X.AA.58)
L. 93mm; Bl.L. 62mm; Bl.W. 52mm; Pt.Max.W. 62mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Possibly Class 1. Fragment of dagger comprising blade and part of tang. Refined manufacture technique. Scaled retouch covers both faces. In profile lenticular thickening markedly to butt end. Three pairs of deep notches present on tang edges near junction. Resharpened. Some flaking present along blade edges and handling polish on both faces at junction. Tang edges polished and rounded. Highly variegated grey–brown flint. Unpatinated. Surface glassy and shiny. Largely translucent. Largely inhomogeneous with several inclusions of various sizes which appear to be rather tenacious and disrupt the object form. No cortex present. Apparent single find near a tumulus containing Beaker ceramics.
NMAS 1892
15. Carsie, Blairgowrie, Perth and Kinross
NMS (X.AA.220)
L. 97mm; Bl.L. 72mm; Bl.W. 53mm; Pt.Max.W. 63mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Fragment of possible dagger blade and partial tang. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Scaled flaking covers both faces. In profile, lenticular but rather uneven, thickest near blade tip. Resharpened. Irregular flaking present on both blade edges, one edge also somewhat crushed. Partial tang edges show rounding. Handling polish present on both faces. Somewhat variegated brownish grey flint. Unpatinated. Surface very glassy and shiny. Thinner areas somewhat translucent. Very homogeneous with no inclusions. No cortex is present.
No contextual information available.

16. Ghost Knowe, Craigengelt, Stirling
Lost
A complete flint dagger. Described as being extremely long.
Found in a cist with a skeleton wrapped in decayed organic material, a stone battle axe and possibly other material under a covering cairn.
Wilson 1851

17. Nunraw, Haddington, East Lothian
NMS (AA 1)
L. 183mm; Bl.L. 98mm; Ta.L. 85mm; Bl.W. 65mm; Ta.W. 55mm; Pt.Max.W. 74mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Single find apparently in the vicinity of a Beaker cist.
NMAS 1892; PSAS 1889

18. Pentland Hills, Midlothian
NMS (X.AA.187)
L. 126mm; Bl.L. 82mm; Ta.L. 44mm; Bl.W. 29mm; Ta.W. 26mm; Pt.Max.W. 52mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
No contextual information is available.

19. Crawford Moor (Potrail Burn), Glenochar, Crawford, South Lanarkshire
NMS (X.AA.284; X.EQ 53)
L. 174mm; Bl.L. 85mm; Ta.L. 89mm; Bl.W. 54mm; Ta.W. 53mm; Pt.Max.W. 63mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Class 1. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, base end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickens slightly to handle. Heavily resharpened. Wear includes flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of handling polish near junction on both blade faces and some irregular rounding on the tang edges. The tang is considerably less worn than the level of resharpening would imply. Variegated pale grey flint darkening significantly towards base. Surface somewhat granular and matte. Largely opaque. Somewhat homogeneous with a few very small inclusions and one larger one on the blade which disrupts the object form. Cortex surrounded by darker transition zone present at the base and on one tang face.
Found in a cairn.
Anderson & Black 1888; PSAS 1967; RCAHMS 1978; Ritchie & Shepherd 1973; Truckell 1966

20. Biggar Common (cairn 2), Biggar, South Lanarkshire
Biggar Museum
L. 117mm; Bl.W. 48mm; Ta.Th. 7mm
Found with Seamer type flint axe underneath western edge of cairn, but not directly associated with funerary deposits.
Johnston 1997
21. ["Grey Hill Farm near Luce Bay"] Lochgoin, East Ayrshire
Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum (A.1967.2.c)
L. 119mm; Bl.L. 50mm; Ta.L. 69mm; Bl.W. 57mm; Ta.W. 53mm; Pt.Max.W. 50mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
No contextual information available.

22. Blakelaw, Linton, Berwickshire, Scottish Borders
NMS (X.AA.257)
L. 87mm; Bl.W. 55mm; Pt.Max.W. 50mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
No contextual information available.

23. Stofield ["Stotfield"], Edgerston, Roxburghshire, Scottish Borders
NMS (X.AA.209)
L. 125mm; Bl.L. 89mm; Ta.L. 36mm; Bl.W. 51mm; Ta.W. 39mm; Pt.Max.W. 73mm; Ta.Th. 6mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
No contextual information available.

24. Lilburn Steads, Wooler, Northumberland
Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum (1894.168b)
L. 135mm; Bl.L. 77mm; Ta.L. 58mm; Bl.W. 50mm; Ta.W. 46mm; Pt.Max.W. 50mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 6mm
Class 4. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, base end irregular but largely rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. In profile, very thin and lenticular; noticeably thicker at base end. Possibly resharpened. Wear includes irregular flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of handling polish on both blade faces and rounding along the tang edges. Very fine dark brownish-grey flint mottled with curvilinear and circular black areas. Surface very glassy and shiny. Fully translucent. One inclusion near blade tip disrupts object form. Ground and polished area of cortex present on base.
Found with a Beaker in a cist.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 77); Smith 1919

25. Highfield Hope, Tarset with Greystead, Northumberland
Unknown collection
Northumbria HER (N7064)
URL: http://www.keystothepast.info/durhamcc/K2P.nsf/K2PDetail?readform&PRN=N7064
L. 125mm; Bl.W. 57mm
Jobey 1967

26. Hethersgill, Carlisle, Cumbria
Private collection
Cumbria HER (42331)
URL: http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/6288
L. 129mm; Bl.W. 43mm
Herepath 2001

27. Irthington, Cumbria
BM (Sturge.472)
L. 143mm; Bl.L. 69mm; Ta.L. 74mm; Bl.W. 46mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
inhomogeneous with a few rough inclusions of various sizes irregularly distributed. Ground and polished area of cortex at base surrounded by dark transition zone.  
No contextual information available.  
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 26); Smith 1919

28. Yorkshire
BM (+.3994)
L. 122mm; B.L. 66mm; Ta.L. 56mm; B.W. 47mm; Ta.W. 44mm; Pt.Max.W. 66mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, pointed base end. scaled retouch present on both faces, sub-parallel retouch present on one face. Four pairs of notches along tang edges. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of handling polish on blade faces. Tang edges blunted, irregular areas of flaking and handling polish on tang faces. Somewhat variegated grey flint, darker at the edges and lighter to the centre with white mottling. Surface very glassy and shiny. Somewhat opaque. Homogeneous with one visible inclusion at centre of the blade. No cortex present.  
No contextual information available.

29. Yorkshire
Manchester Museum
No morphological information available.  
No contextual information available.  
Grimes 1932

30. Yarm, Stockton on Tees, Cleveland, North Yorkshire
Private Collection
URL: http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/237357
L. 156mm; B.W. 42mm
Single find.  
Andrews-Wilson 2008

31. Speeton, North Yorkshire
Private collection
No morphological information available.  
No contextual information available.  
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 134)

32. Cayton Carr, Scarborough, North Yorkshire
Scarborough Museum
North Yorkshire HER (MNY12590)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNY12590&resourceID=1009
No morphological information available.  
Single find.  
Radley 1970

33. Binnington Carr, North Yorkshire
BM [not located]
North Yorkshire HER (MNY11235)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNY11235&resourceID=1009
No morphological information available.  
Single find.  
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No.127); Smith 1919

34. Snainton, North Yorkshire
BM (Sturge.2213)
L. 136mm; B.L. 115mm; Ta.L. 24mm; B.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 41mm; Pt.Max.W. 115mm; Ta.Th. 7mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
No contextual information available.
35. near Pickering, North Yorkshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-169)
No morphological information available. Museum catalogue lists this object as a plano-convex knife.
Part of funerary assemblage: found at right hand of crouched inhumation which was also accompanied by polished stone axe and sub-adult skeletal material at feet under a large stone south of the centre of a barrow.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 132); Howarth 1899

36. Topcliffe, North Yorkshire
BM (1875,0403.131)
L. 115mm; B.L. 63mm; Ta.L. 52mm; B.W. 36mm; Ta.W. 35mm; Pt.Max.W. 48mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
No contextual information is available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 135); Smith 1919

37. Acklam Wold (B 124), Woong Nab, Ryedale, North Yorkshire
HERM (1942.252a)
North Yorkshire HER (MNY2038)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNY2038&resourceID=1009
L. 179mm; B.L. 98mm; Ta.L. 81mm; B.W. 56mm; Ta.W. 54mm; Pt.Max.W. 69mm; Ta.Th. 12mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Part of funerary assemblage at centre of a barrow: Found below right hand of crouched inhumation (?m) on top of a flint flake, with a v-perforated jet button placed at the tip and touching a nodule of iron pyrite. Assemblage also included an amber button, Gray 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 126); Mortimer 1905; Smith 1919

38. North Rigton, Harrogate, North Yorkshire
Unknown collection
North Yorkshire HER (MNY19296)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNY19296&resourceID=1009
No morphological information available.
Single find.

39. Reighton, East Yorkshire (originally published as: Brighton, Sussex)
Blackgate Museum, Newcastle-on-Tyne
East Sussex HER (MES285)
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Curwen 1932; 1941; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 105)

40. Garton Slack (B 37), Garton, East Yorkshire
HERM (1942.267a)
Humber HER (15506)
L. 166mm; B.L. 80mm; Ta.L. 86mm; B.W. 52mm; Ta.W. 49mm; Pt.Max.W. 60mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded with point. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickening to tang. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of grinding and polishing on blade faces, rounding on tang edges and faces. Pale grey flint growing darker and more translucent to base. Blue–white cortication nearly covers one face and covers much of the other. Heavy iron staining on less corticated face. Surface glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Somewhat homogeneous with a few small inclusions. Two ground and polished areas of cortex surrounded by transition zone present on same side, one near the blade tip, one near the butt end.
Part of funerary assemblage under a barrow: Found behind head of crouched inhumation (burial no. 6 within the barrow), leaning against Beaker along with polished stone axe, flint flake, iron pyrite and v-perforated jet button.
Gray 1908; Greenwell 1877; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 129); Mortimer 1905; Smith 1919; Thurnam 1871
41. Garton Slack (B 152) [C 52], East Yorkshire
HERM (1942.269a)
Humber HER (4331)
L. 154mm; Bl.L. 75mm; Ta.L. 79mm; Bl.W. 72mm; Ta.W. 66mm; Pt.Max.W. 74mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Part of a funerary assemblage under a barrow: Found under the skull of a crouched inhumation (?m) (interment no. 5 in the barrow) with a v-perforated jet button, flint knife and a bronze ?awl.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 130); Mortimer 1905; Smith 1919

42. Wetwang, East Yorkshire
Unknown collection
Humber HER (3924)
No morphological information available.
Found in a barrow.
Thurnam 1871

43. Huggate, East Yorkshire
HERM (1942.278.6)
Humber HER (17859)
Ta.L. 65mm; Ta.W. 47mm; Ta.Th. 10mm
Class 3. Tang part of flint dagger. Manufacture technique is refined. Tang edges are very tapered, base end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Four pairs of notches along tang edges. Lenticular in profile, thickens to base. Wear on tang comprises irregular areas of rounding on the edges and handing polish on the faces at the junction. Pale brownish–grey flint. Unpatinated. Some iron staining on one face. Surface glassy and shiny. Opaque. Largely homogeneous with a few irregularly distributed inclusions which are rough and tenacious, disrupting the object form. No cortex is present.
No contextual information available.

44. Middleton-on-the-Wolds, East Yorkshire
HERM (1942.94b [display])
Humber HER (3852)
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip present. Tang edges somewhat tapered and base end rounded. Iron staining on one face. Part of funerary assemblage recovered in a sand pit: Found leaning against Beaker with a flint flake, a flint tool, an iron pyrites nodule, two bone pins and two jet buttons alongside a crouched inhumation.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 131); Mortimer 1908; Sheppard 1908; Smith 1919

45. Cottingham, East Yorkshire
HERM (1942.278.1 [display])
Humber HER (859)
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 128); Sheppard 1910; 1920

46. Clay Hall farm, Cottingham, East Yorkshire
Private collection
Humber HER (858)

47. Greenwold, East? Yorkshire
HERM (1942.278.5)
Ta.L. 78mm; Ta.W. 58mm; Ta.Th. 8mm
No contextual information available.
HERM (1942.278.2 [display])
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

49. Widdop Reservoir, Heptonstall (near Wadsworth), Calderdale, West Yorkshire
Private collection
West Yorkshire HER (3871)
Fragment of a flint dagger.
Single find within larger flint scatter.

50. West Gorple Reservoir, Heptonstall, Calderdale, West Yorkshire
Private collection
West Yorkshire HER (5901)
Single find.
Myers & Noble 2009; Yorkshire Archaeological Society 2008

51. Ferrybridge (Barrow 154: SK19), Knottingley, West Yorkshire
Unknown collection
L. 152mm; Bl.W. 58mm; Ta.Th. 6mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, base end pointed. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Thickens slightly to tang. Two pairs of notches on tang edges as well as a third unpaired notch on one edge. Fully corticated.
Part of a funerary assemblage secondary burial under a barrow (dagger 52 from primary inhumation within the same barrow): found by feet of crouched adult male inhumation along with a Beaker, a plano-convex knife, three barbed-and-tanged flint arrowheads, two bone spatulae and a flint scraper.
Roberts 2005; Vyner 2008

52. Ferrybridge (Barrow 154: SK26), Knottingley, West Yorkshire
Unknown collection
L. 152mm; Bl.W. 58mm; Ta.Th. 8mm
Part of a funerary assemblage centred under a barrow (dagger 51 from secondary inhumation within the same barrow): found at feet of crouched adult male inhumation along with a Beaker.
Roberts 2005; Vyner 2008

53. Ferry Fryston (mound II), Knottingley, West Yorkshire
Wakefield city Museum
West Yorkshire HER (1298)
Part of a funerary assemblage within a barrow: Found behind pelvis of adult male crouched inhumation along with other fragments of human bone.
Pacitto 1969; Roberts 2005; Vyner 2008

54. Kitching Farm, Stanley, Wakefield, West Yorkshire
Wakefield city Museum
West Yorkshire HER (1534)
L. 119mm
Class 1. Complete flint dagger with tip. Tang edges somewhat tapered, base end pointed. Possibly resharpened. Possibly some hafting residue present near the butt end. Mottled yellowish–brown flint. Large area of cortex present at the base, extending onto one face of the tang.
Single find within a larger flint scatter.
Anon. 1932; Walker 1934

55. 37/39 St. Sepulchre Gate, Doncaster, West Yorkshire
Doncaster Museum
South Yorkshire HER (03351/01 & 00668/01)
http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSY11069&resourceID=1027 &
http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSY9483&resourceID=1027
L. 171mm; Bl.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 6mm

Found in an old shaft with two inhumations (one wearing a ring) and roman coins. Likely not the original context.

*Smedley 1951*

56. Wombwell Wood, Darfield, Barnsley, South Yorkshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (1977.224)
South Yorkshire HER (03030/01)
Recorded in Museum catalogue as fragmented.

Single find.

57. Lancashire?
Townley Hall Museum, Burnley (1908.1.1 [missing])
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

58. Pendle, Lancashire
Private collection
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

59. Roggerham, Burnley, Lancashire
Townley Hall Museum, Burnley (no label – identified by dimensions)
L. 114mm; B.L. 65mm; Ta.L. 49mm; B.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 50mm; Pt.Max.W. 65mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; B.Th. 8mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, base end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. In profile, slightly plano-convex, thickest point at junction of blade and tang. Resharpened. Wear consists of flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of handling polish on one blade face, crushing and rounding on tang edges. Somewhat variegated dark grey and black flint, lightly mottled with tiny white features. Surface glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Largely homogeneous with one large, pale grey inclusion visible on one surface. No cortex present.

Single find.

*Barnes 1982; Bennett 1946; Myers & Noble 2009*

60. Worsthorne Moors, Burnley, Lancashire
Townley Hall Museum, Burnley (no label – identified by dimensions)
Lancashire HER (PRN1158 - MLA1158)
L. 160mm; B.L. 84mm; Ta.L. 76mm; B.W. 58mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 61mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; B.Th. 8mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, base end rounded. Lenticular in profile, thickens to tang. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, rounding on tang edges, and irregular areas of handling polish on tang faces. Highly variegated brownish–grey flint mottled with tiny black dots and with darker areas at tip and base. Surface glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Largely inhomogeneous with a large grey inclusion at one blade edge which disrupted the object form and a white linear feature possibly intended to be prominently visible. Tiny area of polished and ground cortex surrounded by transition zone present on butt end.

No contextual information available.

*Barnes 1982; Bennett 1946; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 47); Myers & Noble 2009*

61. Hazel Edge, Worsthorne edge, Burnley, Lancashire
Manchester Museum
Lancashire HER (PRN714 - MLA714)
L. 152mm; B.W. 59mm; Ta.Th. 10mm

No contextual information available.

*Barnes 1982; Jackson 1935; Leach 1952; Myers & Noble 2009*

62. Worsthorne, Burnley, Lancashire
Townley Hall Museum, Burnley (1953.1.601A&B)
L. 115mm; B.L. 60mm; Ta.L. 55mm; B.W. 41mm; Ta.W. 42mm; Pt.Max.W. 62mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; B.Th. 10mm
No contextual information available.

Barnes 1982; Myers & Noble 2009

63. Whitelow, Ramsbottom, Bury, Greater Manchester
Bury art Museum
Described as very short and plano-convex. Possibly a plano-convex knife rather than a flint dagger.
Part of a funerary assemblage in a pit: found associated with cremated remains in larger banked cemetery.
Barnes 1982; Myers & Noble 2009

64. Ragstone, Denshaw, Oldham, Greater Manchester
Saddleworth Museum
Greater Manchester HER (8.1.0)
L. 140mm; Bl.W. 50mm
Class 3. Near complete flint dagger with tip, although broken into three pieces. Tang edges somewhat tapered, base largely flat but somewhat rounded. Described as similar in form to the flint dagger from Shaw Cairn, Mellor (66).
Single find.
Barnes 1982; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 133); Myers & Noble 2009; Petch 1924

65. Cheetwood (brickworks), Manchester, Greater Manchester
Unknown collection
No morphological information available.
Single find.
Barnes 1982; Ogden 1927

66. Shaw Cairn, Mellor Moor, Stockport, Greater Manchester
Stockport Story Museum
Greater Manchester HER (11249.3.0)
L. 140mm; Bl.L. 76mm; Ta.L. 64mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 45mm; Pt.Max.W. 76mm; Ta.Th. 14mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Single find.
Myers 2005; Myers & Noble 2009

67. Southworth with Croft, Winwick, Warrington, Cheshire
Unknown collection
L. 175mm; Bl.W. 54mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Single find.
Cowell 1995; Hall et al. 1995; Hodgeson & Brennand 2006; Myers & Noble 2009

68. Acton Bridge, Cheshire
Unknown collection
L. 153mm; Bl.W. 31mm
Found associated with unspecified bones.
Longley 1987; Myers & Noble 2009

69. Basford, Cheshire
Unknown collection
No morphological information available.
Single find.
Hodgeson & Brennand 2006; Myres & Noble 2009

70. 26 Acre Field, Barrow Upon Humber, Lincolnshire
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe (1950.117 [BRAM 2])
L. 53mm; Ta.W. 24mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
No contextual information available.
71. Risby Warren, Roxby cum Risby, Lincolnshire
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe (RWAA 37)
L. 44mm
Fragment of flint dagger including part of blade and tang. Manufacture technique refined. Sub-parallel retouch present on both faces, scaled retouch present on one face as well. Lenticular in profile. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises irregular flaking along blade edges and irregular areas of handling polish on one blade face. Light brownish–grey flint irregularly mottled with white. Surface glassy and shiny. Fully translucent. Homogeneous. No cortex present.
No contextual information available.

72. Sheffield's Hill, Roxby, Lincolnshire
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe (RXSJ 8)
L. 25mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Single find.
Dudley 1949

73. Bagmoor [near Flixborough], Burton upon Stather, Lincolnshire
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe (BSAA 11 [AFD 2])
L. 58mm; Ta.W. 29mm; Ta.Th. 9mm
Fragment of the tang of a flint dagger. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Wear comprises rounding along tang edges and handling polish on one tang face. Light tan–grey flint. Surface granular and matte. Opaque. Largely homogeneous with a few cherty inclusions which were obviously tenacious and disrupt the object form. No cortex present.
Single find.
Dudley 1949

74. Bagmoor [near Flixborough], Burton upon Stather, Lincolnshire
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe (BSAA 12 [AFD 3])
L. 36mm; Bl.W. 31mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Single find.
Dudley 1949

75. Bagmoor [near Flixborough], Burton upon Stather, Lincolnshire
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe (BSAA 13 [AFD 5])
L. 74mm; Ta.W. 45mm; Ta.Th. 10mm
Single find.
Dudley 1949

76. Normanby Park (Sandpit) [near Flixborough], Burton, Lincolnshire
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe (1970.167.001 [FXNS/T11])
L. 167mm; Bl.L. 92mm; Ta.L. 75mm; Bl.W. 61mm; Ta.W. 55mm; Pt.Max.W. 71mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, base end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Thickens to tang. Three notches along each tang edge, somewhat asymmetrical in placement. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises irregular flaking along blade edges, some irregular areas of handling polish on one blade face, rounding on tang edges and faces. Pale grey flint darkening to tip and base, evenly mottled with white. Surface glassy and shiny. Largely translucent. Largely inhomogeneous with several large matte inclusions which are tenacious and disrupt the object form, including placement of notches. No cortex present.
Single find in a sandpit.
77. Grainsbeck Hill, Flixborough, Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire
North Lincolnshire Museum, Scunthorpe (FXAJ 1)
L. 159mm; Bl.L. 87mm; Ta.L. 72mm; Bl.W. 65mm; Ta.W. 54mm; Pt.Max.W. 73mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Single find.
*Armstrong 1929; Dudley 1949; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 49)*

78. near Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire
The Collection, Lincoln (1906.1007)
L. 96mm; Bl.L. 50mm; Ta.L. 46mm; Bl.W. 36mm; Ta.W. 32mm; Pt.Max.W. 37mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
No contextual information available.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 52)*

79. Irby-upon-Humber, Humberside, Lincolnshire
Unknown collection
Northeast Lincolnshire HER (0510/1/0)
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

80. South Kelsey, West Lindsey, Lincolnshire
Unknown collection
Lincolnshire HER (50211)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI50211&resourceID=1006
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

81. Blyborough, West Lindsey, Lincolnshire
Unknown collection
Lincolnshire HER (53314)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI53314&resourceID=1006
Fragment of tang of flint dagger.
Single find.

82. Cote Hill Farm, Kirkby-cum-Osgodby, West Lindsey, Lincolnshire
The Collection, Lincoln (LM 1928.164)
Lincolnshire HER (51960)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI51960&resourceID=1006
L. 144mm; Bl.L. 71mm; Ta.L. 73mm; Bl.W. 44mm; Ta.W. 43mm; Pt.Max.W. 76mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 1. Near complete flint dagger, tip missing. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, base end rounded. Scaled retouch present on both faces, sub-parallel retouch present on one face. Slightly plano-convex in profile. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on both blade and tang faces, particularly around the junction and rounding on the tang edges. Very dark blackish–brown flint. Unpatinated. Surface very glassy and shiny. Largely translucent. Homogeneous with only a few very small chalky which inclusions visible on one face. No cortex present.
Single find within larger flint scatter.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 50)*

83. Cote Hill Farm, Kirkby-cum-Osgodby, West Lindsey, Lincolnshire
The Collection, Lincoln (1928.163)
Lincolnshire HER (51960)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI51960&resourceID=1006
L. 121mm; Bl.L. 61mm; Ta.L. 60mm; Bl.W. 40mm; Ta.W. 40mm; Pt.Max.W. 60mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
with a few irregularly distributed white inclusions, some of which disrupt the object form. No cortex is present but darker area at butt likely a transition zone between flint nodule and cortex.

Single find within a larger flint scatter.

_Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 51)_

---

**84.** Cote Hill Farm, Kirkby-cum-Osgodby, West Lindsey, Lincolnshire

The Collection, Lincoln (LM 1928.165)

Lincolnshire HER (51960)

URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI51960&resourceID=1006

L. 110mm; B.L. 55mm; T.a.L. 55mm; B.W. 31mm; T.a.W. 33mm; Pt.Max.W. 75mm; T.a.Th. 11mm; B.Th. 10mm


---

**85.** Manor Farm, Fillingham, West Lindsey, Lincolnshire

Unknown collection

Lincolnshire HER (51115)

URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI51115&resourceID=1006

No morphological information available.

Single find during ploughing.

---

**86.** Hamilton Road, Alford, East Lindsey, Lincolnshire

The Collection, Lincoln (LM 39.64)

Lincolnshire HER (42534)

URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI42534&resourceID=1006

L. 165mm; B.L. 89mm; T.a.L. 76mm; B.W. 65mm; T.a.W. 53mm; Pt.Max.W. 69mm; T.a.Th. 9mm; B.Th. 8mm

Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flat. Scaled retouch and sub-parallel retouch present on both faces. One pair of notches on tang edges. Ground and polished facet at butt. Thickens slightly to tang. Unresharpened. Wear comprises, some irregular flaking along blade edges, rounding on tang edges and irregular areas of handling polish on blade and tang faces around the junction. Variegated yellow–brown patinated flint. Surface somewhat granular and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Highly inhomogeneous with many round inclusions which were obviously tenacious and disrupt the object form. No cortex present. Single find in a garden.

---

**87.** Langton by Spilsby, East Lindsey, Lincolnshire

BM (WG 2039 [not located])

Lincolnshire HER (42473)

URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI42473&resourceID=1006

Fragment of the blade part of a flint dagger with tip.

No contextual information available.

---

**88.** Grebby Hall, Scremby, East Lindsey, Lincolnshire

The Collection, Lincoln (LM 36.71)

Lincolnshire HER (42041)

URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI42041&resourceID=1006

L. 110mm; B.L. 54mm; T.a.L. 56mm; B.W. 49mm; T.a.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 54mm; T.a.Th. 8mm; B.Th. 9mm

Class 4. Near complete flint dagger, tip and butt end missing. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Three pairs of notches along tang edges, one unmatched notch present on one edge. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on blade faces, rounding and some irregular flaking along tang edges and polished and rounded flake scars on tang faces. Variegated greyish–brown flint with dark black areas on the blade. Pale blue and white areas of cortication on both faces. Surface very glassy and shiny. Totally translucent. Somewhat inhomogeneous with several chalky, white inclusions which do not affect the object form. No cortex present. Single find in a field.

_Wilson 1972_
89. Fiskerton, West Lindsey, Lincolnshire
Ashmolean (1927.3503)
Lincolnshire HER (52876)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI52876&resourceID=1006
L. 158mm; Bl.L. 80mm; Ta.L. 78mm; Bl.W. 58mm; Ta.W. 54mm; Pt.Max.W. 54mm; Ta.Th. 13mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end irregular but with a point. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular, if somewhat uneven, in profile, thickest to tang and one edge. One pair of notches along tang edges and a further unpaired notch on one edge. Ground and polished facet at base. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on both blade faces, rounding on tang edges and faces. An unidentified glass is present on one blade face. Reddish–brown patinated flint. Surface glassy and matte. Totally opaque. Inhomogeneous with several rough and tenacious inclusions which disrupt the object form. No cortex present.
No contextual information available.
Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 48)

90. South Rauceby, North Kesteven, Lincolnshire
Unknown collection
Lincolnshire HER (64311)
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

91. Heath Farm, Londonthorpe and Harrowby Without, South Kesteven, Lincolnshire
Unknown collection
Lincolnshire HER (30488)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI30488&resourceID=1006
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

92. Black Barn, Grantham, South Kesteven, Lincolnshire
Grantham Museum
Lincolnshire HER (30533)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLI30533&resourceID=1006
No morphological information available.
Single find in a field.

93. Staythorpe (Staythorpe power station) (Trent?), Newark, Nottinghamshire
Newark (24-52)
Nottinghamshire HER (L3003)
L. 152mm; Bl.W. 51mm; Pt.Max.W. 63mm; Ta.Th. 13mm; Bl.Th. 6mm
Barley 1950

94. Holme Pierrepont, Rushcliffe, Nottinghamshire
Nottingham Castle (64-86)
Nottinghamshire HER (L875) & Nottingham HER (NCM1964-86)
L. 190mm; Bl.W. 57mm; Ta.Th. 8mm
Single find by a gravel pit.
MacCormick 1964

95. Bunny, Rushcliffe, Nottinghamshire
Private collection
Nottinghamshire HER (L7341)
Single find by a footpath.
96. Noseley, Leicestershire
New Walk Museum, Leicester (M 351.1959 & 50.1940)
No morphological information available.
Possibly associated with a Beaker, but no definite contextual information available.
Clarke 1970; Cottrill 1941; Vine 1982

97. West of Clump Hill, Broughton Astley, Harborough, Leicestershire
Lost
Leicestershire and Rutland HER (MLE1318)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MLE1318&resourceID=1021
No morphological information available.
Part of funerary assemblage: found with crouched inhumation possibly in a disturbed cist in a gravel pit.

98. Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932

99. Derwent Moors, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (1995.142.2)
Derbyshire HER (4619)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR4174&resourceID=1023
No morphological information available.
Single find on the moor.
Himsworth 1943

100. Great Longstone, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-384)
Derbyshire HER (6411)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR2099&resourceID=1023
L. 89mm
Fragmented flint dagger.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1899; Lewis 1970

101. Westacre (41 m south), Taddington, Derbyshire
Unknown collection
Derbyshire HER (13526)
Brown flint.
Single find in diggings.

102. Nether Low, Chelmerton, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-154)
L. 114mm; Bl. W. 64mm
?Class 4. Described as leaf shaped. One end considerably narrower than the other and 'serrated' – probably notched. White flint.
Part of a funerary assemblage under a barrow: Found beneath head of crouched inhumation (?)M) along with flint core, iron pyrite, boar's tusk, jet bead and a second inhumation (?)F) placed at right angles to the first.
Gray 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 29); Howarth 1899; Marsden 1977; Smith 1919

103. Demon's Dale, Taddington Dale, ?Hornsborough Roman settlement, Sheldon, Derbyshire
Private collection
Derbyshire HER (13556)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR2057&resourceID=1023
No morphological information available.
Single find.
104. Dimin Dale, Sheldon, Derbyshire
Lost
Derbyshire HER (12404)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR2051&resourceID=1023
No morphological information available.
Part of funerary assemblage: found with a crouched inhumation.
Marsden 1977

105. Harewood Moor, Ashover, Derbyshire
Unknown collection
Derbyshire HER (518)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR4980&resourceID=1023
No morphological information available.
Single find.
Hart 1981; Lewis 1964

106. Ringham Low, Over (Upper) Haddon, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-153)
Derbyshire HER (11420)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR1376&resourceID=1023
L. 152mm; Bl.W. 51mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1899

107. Upper Haddon Moor, Over Haddon, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J93.385)
Derbyshire HER (11405)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR1279&resourceID=1023
L. 114mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1899

108. One Ash Farm, Monyash, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-383)
Derbyshire HER (10211)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR1283&resourceID=1023
L. 79mm
Fragment of a flint dagger.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1899; Makepeace 2003

109. Monyash, Derbyshire
Buxton Museum
Derbyshire HER (10231)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR1365&resourceID=1023
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

110. Hurdlow, Hartington Middle Quarter, Derbyshire
Buxton Museum
Derbyshire HER (6851)
BLL. 114mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Turner 1899

111. Andle Stone, Stanton Moor, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-386)
Derbyshire HER (1606)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR8946&resourceID=1023
L. 152mm
No morphological information available.
Single find near the Andle stone.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 34); Howarth 1899; Lewis 1970

112. Youlgreave Moor, Youlgreave, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J93-381)
Derbyshire HER (15717)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR3794&resourceID=1023
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1899

113. Youlgreave Moor, Youlgreave, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J93-378)
Derbyshire HER (15717)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR3794&resourceID=1023
No morphological information available. Museum catalogue records this piece as a ground-edged chisel, so identification as a flint dagger is perhaps dubious.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1899

114. Arbor Low, Youlgreave, Derbyshire
BM (1873,0602.142)
L. 145mm; Bl.L. 77mm; Ta.L. 68mm; Bl.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 54mm; Pt.Max.W. 77mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique is refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flat. scaled retouch covers both faces. Thickens to midpoint. Nice pairs of small, denticulated notches along tang edges. Unresharpened. Wear consists of a few irregular areas of flaking along blade edges, handling polish around the junction on blade and tang faces and some blunting along tang edges. Visually striking, variegated grey flint. Surface very glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Inhomogeneous with a few large matte inclusions at the base and along the edges. No cortex present.
Single find near Arbor Low stone circle.
Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 35); Jewitt 1870; Smith 1919; Thurnam 1871

115. Newhaven Lodge, Hartington Town Quarter, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J93.388)
Derbyshire HER (7002)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR1624&resourceID=1023
No morphological information available. Museum catalogue describes piece as a 'levallois knife', so attribution is perhaps questionable.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1899

116. Kenslow, Middleton and Smerrill, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-151)
Derbyshire HER (31040)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR1576&resourceID=1023
L. 114mm; Bl.W. 41mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1899

117. Kenslow Mere, Middleton-by-Youlgreave, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93.152)
Derbyshire HER (10142 (& 31040))
L. 140mm; Bl.W. 57mm
No morphological information available.
Single find during ploughing.
Howarth 1899
118. Blake Low, Matlock, Derbyshire
Lost
Derbyshire HER (9610)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR3105&resourceID=1023
L. 133mm
Near complete flint dagger, broken across the middle. Described as leaf-shaped with a rounded butt end.
Part of a funerary assemblage: Found during ploughing of a barrow along with at least two inhumations.
Bateman 1848; 1855; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 31); Marsden 1977

119. Smerrill Moor, Middleton-by-Youlgreave, Derbyshire
Unknown collection
Derbyshire HER (10129)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR1548&resourceID=1023
BLL. 121mm
Flint dagger lost, described as 'whitened by the action of fire' – likely fully corticated rather than burnt.
Part of funerary assemblage in deep pit at centre of a kerbed barrow: Found lying behind the pelvis of a crouched inhumation (?m)
alongside a Beaker, a possible bone spatula, a flint 'spearhead' and several flint flakes.
Bateman 1861 [1978]; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 33); Smith 1919

120. Biggin, Hartington Nether Quarter, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-155)
Derbyshire HER (6923)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR935&resourceID=1023
BLL. 102mm; B.W. 35mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Howarth 1999

121. Green Low, Aldwark, Brassington, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-149)
Derbyshire HER (104)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR2852&resourceID=1023
L. 114mm; B.W. 51mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 28); Howarth 1899

122. Tithe Land, Middleton, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-150)
Derbyshire HER (10145)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MDR1572&resourceID=1023
L. 114mm; B.W. 41mm
No morphological information available.
Single find.
Howarth 1899

123. Middleton Moor, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-382)
Fragment probably from a flint dagger.
Single find.
Howarth 1899

124. Middleton Moor, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J.93-382)
No morphological information available. Recorded in Museum catalogue as an axe, so identification as a dagger is questionable.
Single find on the moor.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 32); Howarth 1899
125. Curzon Lodge, Longcliffe, Brassington, Derbyshire
Unknown collection
L. 108mm; Bl.W. 26mm; Pt.Max.W. 7mm; Ta.Th. 7mm
Makepeace 2003

126. Green Lowe (Green Low), Alsop Moor, Derbyshire
Weston Park Museum, Sheffield (J93.425)
No morphological information available.
Part of a funerary assemblage in a cist at the centre of a barrow: Found behind the shoulders of a crouched inhumation (?m) with an iron pyrite and a flint flake, also part of the assemblage were three barbed-and-tanged arrowheads, three bone tools, a bone bateman 1848; grimes 1932 (cat. no. 27); howarth 1899; jewitt 1870; marsden 1964; 1977; smith 1919

127. Three Lows, Wetton, Staffordshire
Unknown collection
L. 127mm
Described as cracked by fire with white, calcined interior.
Part of funerary assemblage: Found with a broken cinerary urn, cremated human bones and a barbed-and-tanged arrowhead.
Bateman 1861 [1978]; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 83); Smith 1919

128. Catherton Farm (field 641), Hopton Wafers, Shropshire
Rowley's House Museum, Shrewsbury
Shropshire HER (02668)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSA1725&resourceID=1015
L. 145mm
Described as lanceolate and reflective. Cast in Museum collection, no information available about location of original. Single find on a ploughed field.
Chitty 1967

129. Weston Hill, Clun, Shropshire
Unknown collection
Shropshire HER (03526)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSA2295&resourceID=1015
Butt fragment of a flint dagger.
Single find.

130. Little Wansford, Great Weldon, Northamptonshire
Private collection
Northamptonshire HER (2562/0/0)
L. 170mm; Bl.W. 60mm
Single find.
Anon 1967; Brown 1970; Evans 1897; George 1902; 1904; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 72)

131. Irthlingborough (barrow 1), Stanwick, Raunds, Northamptonshire
Unknown collection
Northamptonshire HER (1765/0/1)
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded but with a point. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Polish on edges and arrises of blade interpreted as wear from sheath.
Part of a funerary assemblage within a plank chamber under a barrow: Found at feet of crouched male inhumation in a compact pile with three cattle rib spatulae, a boar's tusk, five v-perforated jet buttons, an amber ring, a slate sponge finger, a broken bracer reused as a sponge finger, an unfinished triangular arrowhead, two flint knives, two scrapers, a retouched flake, a partial core and five unretouched flakes alongside a long-necked Beaker.

132. West Cotton (barrow 6), Stanwick, Raunds, Northamptonshire
Unknown collection
Northamptonshire HER (5390/0/2)
Part of a funerary assemblage within a pit at the centre of mound: Found below feet of crouched male inhumation in a stack with flint flake, incised chalk piece and v-perforated flint button along with a long-necked beaker and a flint knife. Disarticulated remains of two further individuals (dated late 4th millennium BC) in a small pit below the crouched inhumation. 

*Grace 1990; Harding & Healy 2007, 2011*

133. Higham Ferrers, East Northants District, Northamptonshire
Northampton Museum (ENQ 0363)
Northampton HER (8187/0/0)
L. 107mm; Bl.W. 44mm; Ta.Th. 8mm
Single find in a ploughed field.

*Dix 1987b; Humble 2011*

134. Norton Hall, Daventry, Northamptonshire
Central Museum, Northampton
Northamptonshire HER (919/0/1)
L. 146mm; Bl.W. 60mm
Described as identical in form to flint dagger from Carshalton, Greater London (336). One pair of notches along tang edges.

Part of a funerary assemblage: Found with an inhumation and Beaker sherds.

*Evans 1878; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 75); Pettigrew 1864; Smith 1919*

135. White House, Caldecote, Warwickshire
Private collection
Warwickshire HER (7521)
L. 84mm; Ta.W. 58mm; Ta.Th. 9mm
Single find in a ploughed field.

*Saville 1994*

136. Aston Expressway (Cheshire Road), Aston, Birmingham, West Midlands
Birmingham City Museum (1991A345)
Birmingham City HER (20160 - MBM1799)
L. 128mm; Bl.L. 58mm; Ta.L. 70mm; Bl.W. 29mm; Ta.W. 31mm; Pt.Max.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 13mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
No contextual information available.

137. Diglis Basin near Diglis Lock (Severn), Worcester, Worcestershire
Birmingham City Museum (1973A1349)
Worcester HER (SO85SE7)
L. 63mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Bl.Th. 6mm
Fragment of probable flint dagger blade. Manufacture technique refined. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile and quite slim. Wear comprises irregular flaking along blade edges, some damage on one blade face and rounding on arrises of the other. Dark amber–brown flint with discrete areas of milky yellow patination. Surface very glassy and shiny. Totally translucent. Homogeneous with only one small, round inclusion. No cortex present.
Found in dredgings from the Severn River.

*Whitehouse 1960*
138. Eastcotts, Harrowden, Bedfordshire
The Higgins, Bedford
Bedfordshire HER (277)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MBD277&resourceID=1014

139. Kempston, Bedford, Bedfordshire
The Higgins, Bedford
Bedfordshire HER (10177)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MBD10177&resourceID=1014
No morphological information available. Single find. Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 2); Smith 1919; Thomas 1956; 1964

140. Allenby Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire
BM (1951,0202.2)
Bedfordshire HER (149)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MBD149&resourceID=1014
L. 122mm; Bl.L. 107mm; Bl.W. 30mm; Ta.W. 29mm; Pt.Max.W. 107mm; Bl.Th. 9mm

141. Allenby Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire
BM (1951,0202.1)
Bedfordshire HER (149)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MBD149&resourceID=1014
L. 113mm; Bl.L. 70mm; Ta.L. 43mm; Bl.W. 24mm; Ta.W. 24mm; Pt.Max.W. 117mm; Ta.Th. 21mm; Bl.Th. 14mm
Hilted Scandinavian dagger. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Hilt edges parallel, butt end rounded. Parallel and sub-parallel oblique flake scars present on both faces. Thickens markedly to hilt. Unresharpened. Wear comprises irregular flaking along blade edges, extensive rounding and polishing along hilt edges and rounding on both hilt faces. Indications of a crude zig-zag ridge present on hilt edges near junction, likely worn off on the rest of hilt. Light grey flint with tiny white circular and sub-linear features. Surface glassy and matte. Totally opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with a few discrete inclusions near junction and on hilt. Area of ground and polished cortex present on base edge. Context unclear: possibly associated with two Beakers and another flint dagger (140). Association is dubious as this form of flint dagger post-dates main period of British Beaker deposition. Thomas 1956; 1964

142. Jackdaw Hill (now: Linslade rail tunnel), Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire
CMAA (1883.91)
L. 176mm; Bl.L. 89mm; Ta.L. 86mm; Bl.W. 63mm; Ta.W. 50mm; Pt.Max.W. 66mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm

143. Denbigh Road, Fenny Stratford, Buckinghamshire
County Museum, Aylesbury (1922.115.1)
L. 92mm; Bl.W. 47mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
144. Hitcham, Burnham, Buckinghamshire
BM (94.12-10.27)
Buckinghamshire HER (0505700000)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MBC13142&resourceID=1024
L. 105mm; Bl.L. 57mm; Ta.L. 48mm; Bl.W. 38mm; Ta.W. 36mm; Pt.Max.W. 40mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
No contextual information available. 
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 8); Smith 1919

145. Swyncombe, Russell's Water near Nettlebed, Oxfordshire
Unknown collection
Oxfordshire HER (2067 - MOX6398)
Fragment of blade of flint dagger with tip.
Single find in a garden.
Case & Kirk 1954

146. Henley (Thames), Oxfordshire
Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford (1892.66.5)
L. 140mm; Bl.L. 69mm; Ta.L. 71mm; Bl.W. 50mm; Ta.W. 46mm; Pt.Max.W. 56mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Found in the River Thames.
Frieman 2013

147. Shorncliffe, Somerford Keynes, Gloucestershire
BM (1994,0402.3)
Gloucester HER (AREA 15477)
L. 150mm; Bl.L. 70mm; Ta.L. 80mm; Bl.W. 53mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 13mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end pointed. Scaled retouch covers both faces. In profile, thickens to centre of tang. Two pairs of notches along tang edges. Unresharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on blade faces, blunting and rounding along tang edges and handling polish on tang faces. Criss-cross black traces of binding present near the tangs on both faces. Fully corticated flint. Surface somewhat granular and matte. Totally opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with a few cherty grey inclusions which were evidently difficult to knap but do not affect object form. Tiny flecks of rough, white cortex present on tip of blade and point of base.
Part of a funerary assemblage at the centre of a ring ditch: Found near feet of crouched adult male inhumation along with Beaker, flint flake and two backed flint knives.
Barclay et al. 1995

148. Llanelieu, [Brecknockshire] Powys, Wales
NMW (78.31 H)
L. 168mm; Bl.L. 78mm; Ta.L. 90mm; Bl.W. 49mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 49mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickening to butt. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on both blade faces at junction, rounding along both tang edges and faces. An area of striated polish from the manufacture process is present at the centre of one blade face. Variegated brownish–grey flint. Surface glassy and shiny. Opaque. Homogeneous with only a few tiny whitish curvilinear features. No cortex present.
Part of a funerary assemblage within a cairn: Found with a ceramic vessel.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 6); Banks 1871; Smith 1919; Jones 1911; Green et al 1982; Savory 1963

149. Ty Ddu, Ystradfellte, Powys, Wales
NMW (98.28/1)
L. 158mm; Bl.L. 78mm; Ta.L. 80mm; Bl.W. 64mm; Ta.W. 62mm; Pt.Max.W. 59mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Two pairs of notches along tang edges. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises minimal flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of handling polish on blade faces, heavy rounding along tang edges and arrises on tang faces. Arrises ground and polished on blade faces. Dark criss-cross lines of residue from binding near notches. Brownish discolouration near butt end likely also linked to hafting. Fully corticated white flint. Surface glassy and matte. Totally opaque. Largely homogeneous, but
poor quality with many small inclusions and voids on the surface. Porous chalky cortex makes up much of the base end of the piece, areas of grinding and polishing around the butt.

Single find in buried soil under and cairn but not associated with other objects or skeletal material.

Cantrill 1898; Green et al 1982; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 7); Grimes 1951; Savory 1980

150. Ffair Rhos (Bryn’reithin), near Tregaron, Ceredigion, Wales
NMW (78.34 H)
L. 158mm; Ta.L. 71mm; Bl.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 51mm; Pt.Max.W. 76mm; Ta.Th. 7mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
Class 3. Near complete broken flint dagger, tip missing. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thicknesses irregularly to one tang edge. Unresharpened but blade edge appears to have been retouched subsequent to breakage near tip. Wear comprises minimal flaking along blade edges, rounding along tang edges and handling polish at the junction of blade and tang. Microscopic analysis revealed polished and striations consistent with storage in a leather sheath (Green et al. 1980) and a tiny area of residue and fibres near the butt end likely linked to hafting. Light brownish grey flint irregularly mottled with white. Surface glassy and shiny, fully translucent. Homogeneous with only a few white linear features. No cortex present.

Single find on the surface.
Green et al 1982

151. Merthyr Mawr Warren, near Candleston Castle, Bridgend
NMW (37.232.1)
L. 146mm; Bl.L. 71mm; Ta.L. 73mm; Bl.W. 31mm; Ta.W. 33mm; Pt.Max.W. 87mm; Ta.Th. 12mm; Bl.Th. 14mm
Possibly a hilted Scandinavian style dagger. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique rather crude. Appears unfinished, but probably less heavily worked due to poor quality of raw material. Tang edges parallel, butt end irregular but largely flat. Scaled retouch invasive on both faces, tang area barely knapped to shape. Rather oval and thick in profile. Possible ground and polished facet near butt along one edge. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on both blade faces, rounding on both tang edges and faces. Some striations from manufacture polishing present on one blade face. Fully corticated greyish–ivory flint (not ‘local chert’; contra Savory 1980) makes up part of blade, the rest of the blade and the entire tang are chalky, porous cortex. Flint surface somewhat granular and matte. Totally opaque. Highly inhomogeneous.

Single find
Green et al. 1982; Grimes 1951; Savory 1980

152. Norfolk?
Norwich Castle Museum (1908.22 (74))
L. 120mm; Bl.L. 66mm; Ta.L. 53mm; Bl.W. 21mm; Ta.W. 20mm; Pt.Max.W. 51mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Scandinavian hilted dagger. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Hilt edges parallel expanding to fishtail base which is rounded. Sub-parallel oblique retouch present on one face, scaled retouch covers the other. In profile, thicknesses noticeably to hilt. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, heavy polishing and rounding along hilt edges and faces and on base. Very fine pale brownish–grey flint. Surface very glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with a single matte, chalky inclusion which was too tenacious to knap across. No cortex present.

No contextual information available.
Clark 1932

153. Norfolk?
Lynn Museum, King's Lynn (1957.11.79.42)
L. 107mm; Bl.L. 63mm; Ta.L. 44mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 33mm; Pt.Max.W. 63mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 11mm

No contextual information available.

154. Wissey Embayment area, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (30178)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF30178&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Healy 1980
155. Stanhoe, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (17355)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF17355&resourceID=1002
Broken fragment of a flint dagger.
No contextual information available.

156. Cheney Hill, Heacham, Norfolk
Lost
Norfolk HER (1409)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF1409&resourceID=1002
Fragment of blade of flint dagger with tip.
No contextual information available.

157. Briningham, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (3212)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF3212&resourceID=1002
L. 110mm
Probable flint dagger.
No contextual information available.

158. Aldborough, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (39710)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF43432&resourceID=1002
L. 100mm; Bl.W. 63mm; Bl.Th. 33mm
No morphological information available
Single find.

159. Hindolveston, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (3087)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF3087&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available
No contextual information available.

160. Colkirk, Breckland, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (37301)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF41508&resourceID=1002
Fragment of probable flint dagger.
Single find.

161. Colkirk, Breckland, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (37130)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF41354&resourceID=1002
Bl.L. 90mm
Fragment of probable flint dagger. Described as patinated pale grey.
Single find.

162. Grimston Heath, Grimston, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (14811)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF14811&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
Single find.
163. Grimston, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (1959.59)
Norfolk HER (2340)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF2340&resourceID=1002
L. 99mm; Ta.W. 45mm; Ta.Th. 16mm
Fragment of tang and part of blade of flint dagger. Manufacture technique crude. Tang edges very tapered, butt end pointed. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Unresharpened. Wear comprises rounding along tang edges and on faces. Variegated brownish-grey flint with areas of darker grey and white. Surface glassy and shiny. Totally opaque. Inhomogeneous with many large irregular and some smaller matte and tenacious inclusions which disrupt the object form. Ground and polished pale, chalky cortex on base and spreading up one tang face, surrounded by a shiny white transition zone. No contextual information available.

164. Stratton Strawless, Broadland, Norfolk
Private collection
Norfolk HER (7635)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF7635&resourceID=1002
L. 108mm
No morphological information available.
Single find.

165. Beck Farm, Felthorpe, Broadland, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (19555)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF19555&resourceID=1002
Fragment of possible flint dagger.
Single find.

166. Castle Acre/Westacre, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum
Norfolk HER (53016)
Bl.W. 8mm
Fragment of blade of flint dagger with tip. Single find on the surface.

167. Park Farm, East Winch, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (2003.59)
Norfolk HER (38125)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF42348&resourceID=1002
L. 59mm; Bl.W. 37mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Fragment of a blade of a flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges and handling polish on one blade face. Pale brownish-grey flint speckled with white and marked with dark grey circles. Surface very glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with just a few inclusions, including a large iron stained white inclusion visible on face. Inclusions do not affect object form. No cortex present. Single find during fieldwalking.

168. Sandy Lane, Dereham, Breckland, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (23468)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF23468&resourceID=1002
Bl.L. 108mm; Bl.W. 32mm
No morphological information available.
Single find in a garden.

169. Fransham, Breckland, Norfolk
Private Collection
Norfolk HER (4192)
URL: http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/397283
L. 152mm; Bl.W. 35mm; Ta.Th. 19mm

Whitcombe 2010
170. Tottenhill, West Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (1970.476)
Norfolk HER (2271)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF2271&resourceID=1002
L. 166mm; Bl.L. 78mm; Ta.L. 88mm; Bl.W. 65mm; Ta.W. 61mm; Pt.Max.W. 58mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 6mm
Class 4. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end pointed. Scaled retouch covers both faces, although one face is more heavily retouched than the other. Lenticular in profile, thickening to junction. Area of manufacture polish present on less retouched face. Unresharpened. Very little wear which comprises slight flaking along blade edges, flaking along tang edges and irregular areas of handling polish on tang. Very fine yellowish brown flint speckled with white. Surface very glossy and shiny. Fully translucent. Homogeneous with a few matte, opaque inclusions. No cortex present. Found buried in a pit with a perforated axe head.

171. Ludham, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (1965.11)
Norfolk HER (8438)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF8438&resourceID=1002
L. 173mm; Bl.L. 98mm; Ta.L. 73mm; Bl.W. 34mm; Ta.W. 32mm; Pt.Max.W. 98mm; Ta.Th. 13mm; Bl.Th. 10mm

172. Sprowston, Broadland, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (14338)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF14338&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
Single find in a garden.

173. Sprowston, Broadland, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (1979.86)
L. 67mm; Bl.W. 63mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
No contextual information available.

174. Costessey, Norwich, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (9309)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF9309&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

175. Bawburgh, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (1997.572)
Norfolk HER (29053)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF29053&resourceID=1002
L. 141mm; Bl.W. 53mm; Ta.Th. 10mm

176. Marlingford, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (9238)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF9238&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
Single find during ploughing.
177. Great Melton, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (16258)
No morphological information available.
Single find.

178. Shipdham, Breckland, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (34362)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF38462&resourceID=1002
Fragment of a probable flint dagger. Grey–brown flint.
Single find during fieldwalking.

179. Gooderstone Common, Gooderstone, Breckland, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (1956.261)
Norfolk HER (4570)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF4570&resourceID=1002
L. 180mm; Bl.L. 84mm; Ta.L. 96mm; Bl.W. 56mm; Ta.W. 45mm; Pt.Max.W. 62mm; Ta.Th. 14mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
No contextual information available.

180. Oxborough, Breckland, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (14840)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF14840&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

181. Barton Bendish, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (13316)
Fragment of the tang end of a flint dagger.
Single find during fieldwalking.

182. Stoke Ferry (Wissey), Norfolk
CMAA (1928.525 & 1928.776)
L. 94mm; Bl.W. 40mm; Ta.W. 44mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Fragment of the middle of a flint dagger broken in two. Manufacture technique refined. Somewhat asymmetrical. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular, if rather uneven, in profile, thicker at one edge than the other. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on both blade faces, rounding along tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. Potentially a sickle or other knife, but appears to have a double-edged blade. Variegated grey flint. Surface somewhat granular and matte. Totally opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with a few large inclusions which appear to have been polished smooth and may have been used as part of a grip or to secure hafting. Possible area of cortex on one face.
Single find during river dredging, each part found separately.

183. Burgh Castle (Gariannonum/Garannum), Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (506.974)
Norfolk HER (10471)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF10471&resourceID=1002
Fully corticated white flint dagger.
Single find on the surface.

184. Hopton on Sea, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (39530)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF43176&resourceID=1002
L. 129mm; Bl.L. 68mm; Ta.L. 61mm; Bl.W. 47mm; Ta.W. 42mm; Pt.Max.W. 45mm; Ta.Th. 13mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Single find.
185. Mundham, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (28342)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF28342&resourceID=1002
Fragment of a probable flint dagger. Dark grey–black flint with traces of iron staining. Partially patinated. A few small white inclusions.
Single find during metal detecting.

186. Hall Farm, Newton Flotman, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (10087)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF10087&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
Single find on the surface.

187. Ketteringham, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (28163)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF28163&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
Single find during metal detecting.

188. Wretham, Breckland, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (9000)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF9000&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

189. The Lodge, Lynford, Breckland, Norfolk
CMAA (1901.81)
Norfolk HER (34666)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF38771&resourceID=1002
L. 57mm; Ta.W. 39mm; Pt.Max.W. 52mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Fragment of the blade of a flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Scaled retouch present on both faces, sub-parallel oblique retouch present on one face. Lenticular in profile. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges and handling polish on blade faces. Variegated light brown flint mottled with tiny black and white speckles. Partially corticated on one face with pale blue and white colouration present. Surface glassy and shiny. Translucent. Homogeneous with only one rough, matte inclusion which does not affect the object form. No cortex present.
No contextual information available.

190. Brick Kiln Farm, Weeting with Broomhill, Breckland, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum [not located]
Norfolk HER (14950)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF14950&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

191. Field Barn, Weeting with Broomhill, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (4994)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF4994&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

192. Hockwold Heath, Hockwold cum Wilton, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (14781)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF14781&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
Single find.
Healy 1980
193. Little Oulsham, Feltwell, Norfolk
Lynn Museum, King's Lynn (2005.74)
L. 149mm; Bl.L. 71mm; Ta.L. 78mm; Bl.W. 52mm; Ta.W. 49mm; Pt.Max.W. 49mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt rounded with a point. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, but slightly convex. One possible pair of notches along tang edges, but they might be products of post-depositional flaking. Three ground and polished facets on the base of the tang. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on blade faces, rounding on tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. Variegated brownish-grey flint with darker linear bands. Surface somewhat granular and shiny. Opaque. Inhomogeneous with many small white inclusions which were obviously tenacious and may have resulted in the slight concavity of the blade. No cortex present.
Single find during ploughing of an apparent flint processing area.

194. Heath Farm?, Feltwell, West Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (Lost)
Norfolk HER (14592)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF14592&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

195. Curtis Field 5, Feltwell, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (5162)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF5162&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
Single find during fieldwalking on a Burnt Mound.

196. Feltwell, Norfolk
Private collection (Secker coll. 202)
Norfolk HER (5192)
L. 104mm; Bl.L. 54mm; Ta.L. 50mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 40mm; Pt.Max.W. 44mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger. Tang edges very tapered, butt end flat. One pair of notches along tang edges and one further unpaired notch on one tang edge. Possibly resharpened.
Single find.

197. Feltwell, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (14640)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF14640&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
Single find in a field.

198. Feltwell, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (1963.203)
Norfolk HER (5163)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF5163&resourceID=1002
L. 136mm; Bl.L. 76mm; Ta.L. 60mm; Bl.W. 38mm; Ta.W. 40mm; Pt.Max.W. 76mm; Ta.Th. 7mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Single find on the surface.

199. Feltwell, West Norfolk
Mildenhall Museum
Norfolk HER (29999)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF29999&resourceID=1002
Fragment of a flint dagger.
No contextual information available.
A:31

200. Feltwell/Hockwold Cum Wilton, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (5160)
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

201. Hockwold cum Wilton [near Blackdyke Farm], Kings Lynn and East Norfolk, Norfolk
Private Collection
Norfolk HER (MN60755)
URL: http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/113566
L. 171mm; Bl.W. 50mm
Single find.
Minter 2005

202. Hockwold cum Wilton [Little Ouse], Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (5387 & 16590)
Single find in river dredging.

203. Wilton Bridge (Little Ouse), Hockwold, Norfolk
CMAA (1944.1)
L. 140mm; B.L. 70mm; Ta.L. 70mm; Bl.W. 36mm; Ta.W. 35mm; Pt.Max.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
Single find in river dredging.

204. White Dyke farm, Hockwold cum Wilton, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (20834)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=20834&resourceID=1002
Fragment of a flint dagger.
Found on a burnt mound alongside but not directly associated with pot boilers, a quern and flint tools of many periods including barbed-and-tanged arrowheads.

205. Ferry Bank Farm, Southery, Norfolk
CMAA (1965.116)
Norfolk HER (2563)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=2563&resourceID=1002
L. 121mm; Ta.L. 73mm; B.L. 66mm; Ta.W. 55mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Single find during digging.

206. Brandon Creek, Southery, Norfolk
Norwich Castle Museum (2008.198)
L. 150mm; B.L. 64mm; Ta.L. 86mm; B.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 54mm; Pt.Max.W. 46mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end rounded but with a point. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile. Ground and polished facet at base. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, some traces of grinding on one blade face, rounding along tang edges and black residue present on tang
edges. Light grey flint with darker area at centre. Surface granular and matte. Totally opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with a few pale grey, rough inclusions which do not affect the object form. No cortex present. No contextual information available.

207. Pulham Market, Norfolk
Lost
Norfolk HER (19005)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF19005&resourceID=1002
L. 230mm; Somewhat dubious due to large size.
Single find in field walking.

208. Thetford Parish, Norfolk
Unknown collection
Norfolk HER (5803)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MNF5803&resourceID=1002
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

209. Somerleyton, Ashby and Herringfleet, Waveney, Suffolk
Unknown collection
Suffolk HER (ASY 006)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF18113&resourceID=1017
Fragment of blade of flint dagger with tip.
Single find during field walking.

210. Reydon, Southwold, Suffolk
Southwold Museum
No morphological information available.
Single find in a ploughed field.
Anon. 2009

211. Eye, Suffolk
Unknown collection
Suffolk HER (EYE 006)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF3976&resourceID=1017
Fragment of a flint dagger.
No contextual information available.

212. Fakenham Magna, St Edmundsbury, Suffolk
Ipswich Museum [not located]
Suffolk HER (FKM 001)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF2492&resourceID=1017
No morphological information available.
Found in a pit in a gravel quarry with decorated Beaker sherds, flint scraper and bronze ring.

213. Lakenheath [Undley], Forest Heath, Suffolk
CMAA (Z 32555 [not located])
Suffolk HER (LKH Misc)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF9699&resourceID=1017
Fragment of a flint dagger.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 96 – as Undley)

214. Lakenheath, Forest Heath, Suffolk
CMAA (Z 24165 [not located])
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

215. Lakenheath, Forest Heath, Suffolk
CMAA (1902.98)
L. 109mm; Ta.L. 65mm; Bl.W. 62mm; Ta.W. 50mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Very little wear which comprises rounding along tang edges. Dark brownish–red patinated flint. Surface very glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with a few small inclusions which do not affect the object form. No cortex present.

No contextual information available.

216. Lakenheath, Forest Heath, Suffolk

CMAA (1908.202 [not located])
Suffolk HER (LKH Misc)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF9698&resourceID=1017
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 88)

217. Crossbank Fen, Lakenheath, Mildenhall, Suffolk

Unknown collection
Suffolk HER (MNL 158)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF9698&resourceID=1017
No contextual information available.
Owles 1970

218. Burnt Fen, Mildenhall, Suffolk

BM (Sturge.173)
L. 110mm; BL.L. 61mm; Ta.L. 39mm; Bl.W. 41mm; Ta.W. 44mm; Pt.Max.W. 75mm; Ta.Th. 7mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 4. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end pointed. Scaled retouch covers both faces, sub-parallel retouch present on one face. Thickest at midpoint. Unresharpened. Wear comprises irregular areas of crushing on one blade edge, blunting and polishing along the other blade edge, handling polish on one blade face, rounding along tang edges and areas of flaking, grinding and polishing on tang faces. Possibly better understood as a foliate knife. Dark grey flint evenly speckled with white grey circular features. Surface very glassy and shiny. Translucent. Homogeneous. No cortex present.
No contextual information available.

219. Burnt Fen, Mildenhall, Suffolk

BM (Sturge.174)
Suffolk HER (MNL Misc)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF9427&resourceID=1017
L. 118mm; BL.L. 64mm; Ta.L. 54mm; Bl.W. 47mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 65mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 13mm
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 94)

220. Sebastopol Farm, Burnt Fen, Mildenhall, Cambridgeshire

Unknown collection
L. 160mm; Bl.W. 69mm; Ta.Th. 8mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end flat. Two pairs of notches along tang edges and a fifth unpaired notch on one edge. Fully corticated white patination over black flint. Dark brown staining on one face.
Single find potentially associated with bones of a large animal.
Dunning et al. 1958

221. Kennyhill, Mildenhall, Forest Heath, Suffolk

CMAA (1898.124/Record 1 [not located])
Described in Museum catalogue as plano-convex with a broken tip.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 87)
222. Mildenhall, Forest Heath, Suffolk
Ipswich Museum [not located]
Suffolk HER (MNL 023)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF8778&resourceID=1017
Fragment of a flint dagger blade with tip. Fully corticated white.
Single find on a sand ridge.
*Owles 1970*

223. Mildenhall, Forest Heath, Suffolk
Unknown collection
Suffolk HER (MNL 307)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF11711&resourceID=1017
Fragment of the tang of a flint dagger.
Single find on the surface of a field.

224. Mildenhall, Forest Heath, Suffolk
Unknown collection
Suffolk HER (MNL 269)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF11496&resourceID=1017
Fragment of a flint dagger.
Single find on the surface within a large scatter of flint, animal bone and pottery, including sherds of Beaker and Collared Urn.

225. Mildenhall, Forest Heath, Suffolk
Unknown collection
Suffolk HER (MNL Misc)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF9275&resourceID=1017
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
*Dutt 1911; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 91)*

226. Mildenhall Fen, Suffolk
BM (Sturge.2210)
Suffolk HER (MNL Misc)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF9429&resourceID=1017
L. 61mm; Ta.W. 30mm; Ta.Th. 15mm
No contextual information available.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 93)*

227. Barton Hill, Mildenhall, Suffolk
CMAA (Z 32852)
L. 82mm; Bl.W. 51mm; Pt.Max.W. 80mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Fragment of the blade of a flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile. Somewhat asymmetrical, perhaps due to resharpening. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on blade faces. Mid-grey flint. Surface very glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with a few rough, white and tenacious inclusions which affect the object form. No cortex present.
No contextual information available.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 92)*

228. West Row Fen, Mildenhall, Suffolk
CMAA (1926.148)
L. 131mm; Bl.L. 73mm; Ta.L. 58mm; Bl.W. 31mm; Ta.W. 24mm; Pt.Max.W. 59mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
No contextual information available.
*Clark 1932*
229. Icklingham, Forest Heath, Suffolk
CMAA (1901.93)
L. 99mm; Bl.W. 40mm; Ta.W. 42mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 85)

230. Icklingham, Forest Heath, Suffolk
CMAA (1927.512.1)
L. 71mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Ta.Th. 10mm

231. Timworth, St. Edmundsbury, Suffolk
Private collection
Suffolk HER (TMW 002)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF6866&resourceID=1017
No morphological information available.
Found with a Beaker in a field.  
Owles 1976

232. Culford, St Edmundsbury Suffolk
BM [not located]
Suffolk HER (CUL Misc)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF7102&resourceID=1017
Fragment of probable dagger tang. Described by Clark (1932) as the hilt of a hilted Scandinavian dagger that had been converted into a burin. Dark grey flint.
No contextual information available.  
Clark 1932

233. Ickworth Park, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
BM (1946.0704.1)
L. 104mm; Bl.L. 81mm; Ta.L. 23mm; Bl.W. 50mm; Ta.W. 41mm; Pt.Max.W. 71mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 13mm

234. Combs, Suffolk
Ipswich Museum [not located]
Suffolk HER (COM Misc)
URL: http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/240221
L. 155mm; Bl.W. 54mm
Single find.  
PAS 2008; Tyack 2008
236. Bear's Farm, Hundon, Sudbury, Suffolk
Unknown collection
Suffolk HER (HUD 001)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF6003&resourceID=1017
No morphological information available.
Single find during digging.
Caton 2000

237. Felixstowe, Suffolk
Ipswich Museum [not located]
Suffolk HER (FEX Misc)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF3025&resourceID=1017
Described as stained (patinated?) a dark reddish–brown.
Single find on a beach

238. Stutton, Babergh, Suffolk
Ipswich Museum (1936.1.1)
Suffolk HER (STU Misc)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF8288&resourceID=1017
L. 148mm; Bl.L. 73mm; Ta.L. 75mm; Bl.W. 29mm; Ta.W. 30mm; Pt.Max.W. 75mm; Ta.Th. 20mm; Bl.Th. 13mm
Hilted Scandinavian dagger. Near complete flint dagger, tip missing. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Hilt edges parallel, butt end rounded. Parallel and scaled retouch present on both faces. Hilt considerably thicker than blade. Polished facet on hilt face near base. Unresharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, grinding and polishing along one blade edge and hilt edges, and rounded and polished arrises on hilt faces. Waxy dark blackish–grey flint with areas of bright red and yellow staining (perhaps paint?) near the butt end. Surface very glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Inhomogeneous with many small yellowish–brown matte inclusions. Large area of ground and polished dark brownish–grey cortex at the base end.
No contextual information available.

239. Ipswich (River Orwell), Suffolk
Norwich Castle Museum [not located]
No morphological information available.
Found near or in the River Orwell.
Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 86)

240. Brantham Hall Farm, Brantham, Suffolk
Ipswich Museum
Suffolk HER (BNT 004)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSF9358&resourceID=1017
L. 143mm; Bl.L. 74mm; Ta.L. 69mm; Bl.W. 53mm; Ta.W. 50mm; Pt.Max.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Single find in the vicinity of a number of Beaker burials.
Gilmour 1976; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 84)

241. Cambridge Fens, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (Z 31444)
L. 123mm; Bl.L. 64mm; Ta.L. 59mm; Bl.W. 44mm; Ta.W. 37mm; Pt.Max.W. 48mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Single find in the vicinity of a number of Beaker burials.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 15)

242. Herdsman's Hill, Newark, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire
Ashmolean (1956.986a)
Peterborough HER (3002 & 50420)
L. 188mm; Bl.L. 111mm; Ta.L. 77mm; Bl.W. 68mm; Ta.W. 50mm; Pt.Max.W. 64mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickens to tang. One pair of notches on tang edges. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish at the centre of the blade faces, rounding along tang edges and polished arrises on tang

Part of a funerary assemblage under a barrow: found with a flint dagger (243) and a quartzite axe-hammer.

Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 74); Leeds 1912; Smith 1919

243. Herdsman’s Hill, Newark, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire
Ashmolean (1956.986)
Peterborough HER (3002 & 50420)
L. 132mm; Bl.L. 90mm; Ta.L. 42mm; Bl.W. 46mm; Ta.W. 41mm; Pt.Max.W. 64mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 8mm

Part of a funerary assemblage under a barrow: found with a flint dagger (242) and a quartzite axe-hammer.

Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 73); Leeds 1912; Smith 1919

244. Peterborough, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (1974.312 [not located])
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

245. Burnt Fen, Littleport, Ely, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (Z 31456)
L. 144mm; Bl.L. 85mm; Ta.L. 59mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 42mm; Pt.Max.W. 81mm; Ta.Th. 13mm; Bl.Th. 14mm

No contextual information available.

Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 16)

246. Burnt Fen, Littleport, Ely, Cambridgeshire
Ashmolean (1927.3412)
L. 170mm; Bl.L. 94mm; Ta.L. 76mm; Bl.W. 64mm; Ta.W. 61mm; Pt.Max.W. 84mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 10mm

No contextual information available.

Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 18); Evans 1897

247. Prickwillow, Ely, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (1909.106)
L. 182mm; Bl.L. 97mm; Ta.L. 85mm; Bl.W. 71mm; Ta.W. 58mm; Pt.Max.W. 80mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile. Three pairs of notches along tang edges and a further unpaired notch present on one tang edge. Ground and polished facet at base. Possibly resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of handling polish on blade faces, rounding on tang edges and faces. Striated polish on some parts of blade face indicated where particularly high arrises were ground down. Dark grey flint lightening to base. Surface glassy and shiny. Totally translucent. Homogeneous with a few small, rough inclusions. No cortex present.

No contextual information available.

Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 23); Fox 1923

248. Hopkins Pit, Little Downham, Ely, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (Z 11490 B)
Cambridgeshire HER (07340)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCB8864&resourceID=1000
L. 159mm; Bl.L. 85mm; Ta.L. 74mm; Bl.W. 63mm; Ta.W. 64mm; Pt.Max.W. 62mm; Ta.Th. 7mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
glassy and shiny. Totally translucent. Homogeneous with a few chalky, matte inclusions clustered together on one face. No cortex present.

Part of a funerary assemblage in a pit: Found with a Beaker, a flint scraper, a jet V-perforated button and jet ring along with an inhumation.

*Clark 1938; Lethbridge 1930; Lethbridge and O'Reilly 1935*

**249.** North Fen, Sutton Gault, Cambridgeshire

Unknown collection

Cambridgeshire HER (MCB16658)


*Lamdin-Whymark in Webley and Hiller 2009*

**250.** Windy Hall, Isleham Fen, Cambridgeshire

CMAA (1932.350)

Cambridgeshire HER (07583)


L. 120mm; Bl. L. 67mm; Ta. L. 54mm; Bl. W. 50mm; Ta. W. 45mm; Pt. Max. W. 35mm; Ta. Th. 8mm; Bl. Th. 10mm

Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end largely flat but with a point. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Somewhat plano-convex in profile, thickest at the centre of the blade. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, rounding and polish on one face, flaking along tang edges, and polished arisses on tang faces. Notches noted by Armstrong (1933) are, in fact, post-depositional damage. Dark grey flint mottled near the top with white. Surface glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with just a few rough inclusions which were occasionally too tenacious to knap. No cortex present.

Single find on the surface.

*Armstrong 1933*

**251.** Common Gate, Lamas Ground [Lummans Ground], Isleham, Cambridgeshire

CMAA (1944.2)

Cambridgeshire HER (07561)


L. 154mm; Bl. L. 74mm; Ta. L. 80mm; Bl. W. 52mm; Ta. W. 47mm; Pt. Max. W. 66mm; Ta. Th. 11mm; Bl. Th. 10mm

Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickest at junction. Two pairs of notches along tang edges. Ground and polished facet at base. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, irregular handling polish on one face, rounding along tang edges and on tang faces. Variegated grey flint, darkening to base and evenly mottled with white. Surface glassy and matte. Opaque. Homogeneous with only a few inclusions including a large matte one at centre of blade which was too tenacious to knap. No cortex present.

No contextual information available.

*Anon. 1949*

**252.** Soham, Cambridgeshire

CMAA (1935.644)

L. 137mm; Bl. L. 72mm; Ta. L. 65mm; Bl. W. 53mm; Ta. W. 50mm; Pt. Max. W. 72mm; Ta. Th. 8mm; Bl. Th. 7mm


No contextual information available.

**253.** Wicken, Cambridgeshire

Unknown collection

Cambridgeshire HER (07061A)


Near complete flint dagger, tip missing.

No contextual information available.
254. Burwell Fen, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (Z 31457)
L. 143mm; Bl.L. 76mm; Ta.L. 67mm; Bl.W. 48mm; Ta.W. 45mm; Pt.Max.W. 62mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
No contextual information available.
Fox 1923; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 13)

255. Bottisham Lock, Horningsea, Cambridgeshire
CMAA [not located]
Cambridgeshire HER (06356)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCB7717&resourceID=1000
Described as a complete flint dagger with notched tang edges. Dark grey flint.
No contextual information available.
Armstrong 1933

256. Bottisham Fen, Lode, Cambridgeshire
Ashmolean (1927.3398 [not located])
Cambridgeshire HER (06519)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCB7897&resourceID=1000
No morphological information available
No contextual information available.
Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 10)

257. Lode Fen, Lode, Cambridgeshire
BM (1926,0618.1)
L. 140mm; Bl.L. 71mm; Ta.L. 69mm; Bl.W. 58mm; Ta.W. 53mm; Pt.Max.W. 57mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 21)

258. Quy Fen, Stow cum Quy, Cambridgeshire
BM (Sturge.257)
Cambridgeshire HER (06366)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCB7730&resourceID=1000
L. 108mm; Bl.L. 56mm; Bl.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 49mm; Pt.Max.W. 43mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
No contextual information available.
Fox 1923; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 24); Smith 1919

259. Quy Fen, Stow cum Quy, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (1883.92)
Cambridgeshire HER (06366)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCB7730&resourceID=1000
L. 152mm; Bl.L. 85mm; Ta.L. 67mm; Bl.W. 59mm; Ta.W. 57mm; Pt.Max.W. 73mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 1. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, unidentified gloss present on one blade edge, irregular areas of handling polish on blade faces, rounding on tang edges and faces. Extremely variegated grey–brown flint evenly mottled with white. Surface glassy and shiny. Opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with a few rough white inclusions which are somewhat tenacious. No cortex present.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 25)
260. Bottisham, Lode, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (Z 31551)
L. 122mm; Bl.L. 54mm; Ta.L. 68mm; Bl.W. 51mm; Ta.W. 50mm; Pt.Max.W. 54mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 7mm

261. Bottisham, Lode, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (1932.193)
L. 157mm; Ta.L. 81mm; Bl.W. 42mm; Ta.W. 25mm; Pt.Max.W. 52mm; Ta.Th. 14mm; Bl.Th. 10mm

262. Bottisham, Lode, Cambridgeshire
BM (1946.0402.10)
L. 145mm; Bl.L. 81mm; Ta.L. 64mm; Bl.W. 46mm; Ta.W. 42mm; Pt.Max.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 12mm; Bl.Th. 9mm

263. Hare Park (No 41), Swaffham Bulbeck, Cambridgeshire
CMAA (1948.306)
Cambridgeshire HER (06305)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCB7655&resourceID=1000
L. 160mm; Bl.L. 79mm; Ta.L. 81mm; Bl.W. 53mm; Ta.W. 50mm; Pt.Max.W. 63mm; Ta.Th. 12mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 1. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickens to tang. One pair of notches on tang edges. Unresharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of handling polish on blade faces, light rounding on tang edges and faces. Orange–brown patination covering a pale grey flint which is visible at modern breaks. Surface glassy and matte. Somewhat translucent. Somewhat inhomogeneous with several smaller inclusions and one very large matte inclusion on the tang which was too tenacious to knap. No cortex present. No contextual information available.

264. Balsham, Cambridgeshire
Audley End House, Saffron Walden
Cambridgeshire HER (07906)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCB9531&resourceID=1000
No morphological information available. No contextual information available.

265. Haslingfield, Cambridgeshire
CMAA [not located]
Cambridgeshire HER (04344)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCB5266&resourceID=1000
No morphological information available. No contextual information available.

Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 11); Smith 1919

Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 19)

Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 9); Smith 1919

Fox 1923; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 20)
266. Walton, ?Essex
The Castle Museum, Colchester (‘walton 1906’)
L. 59mm; Bl.W. 35mm; Pt.Max.W. 59mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Fragment of the blade of a possible flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Sub-parallel retouch covers both faces. Unresharpened. Wear comprises rounding along both blade edges. Dark grey–brown flint. Surface very glassy and shiny. Totally translucent. Somewhat inhomogeneous with inclusions present at tip and along one edge. It is possible that cherty material at tip is actually a small area of cortex.
No contextual information available.

267. Essex
The Castle Museum, Colchester (1915.3372 [in off-site storage facility])
Described by Clark (1932) as a hilted Scandinavian dagger with a narrow blade and a markedly thicker hilt. Tip missing. Wear described as comprising rounding or blunting on hilt edges. Brownish flint.
No contextual information available.

268. ?Borough Field, Great Chesterford, Uttlesford, Essex
CMAA [not located]
Essex HER (4927)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MEX17090&resourceID=1001
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available. Potentially associated with two Beakers.

269. Windmill Hill, Saffron Walden, Essex
Saffron Walden Museum (LOAM 276.00)
L. 138mm; Bl.W. 40mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

270. Dovercourt (eastern slope of the cliff near old Cliff Pavillion), Essex
The Castle Museum, Colchester (2009.7.2)
L. 149mm; Bl.L. 66mm; Ta.L. 83mm; Bl.W. 58mm; Ta.W. 58mm; Pt.Max.W. 67mm; Ta.Th. 12mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Single find on a coastal cliff.

271. Hedingham Road, Halstead, Essex
Braintree Museum
BL.L. 190mm; Bl.W. 50mm
Grey flint stained brown in areas.
No contextual information available.

272. Malborough Road, Braintree, Essex
Braintree Museum
L. 130mm; Bl.W. 66mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

273. Skitt's Hill (bank of Pod brook), Braintree, Essex
The Castle Museum, Colchester (1915.3358 [cast] [no longer in collection])
L. 146mm; Bl.W. 50mm
Described by Kenworthy (1900) as lanceolate with very tapered tang edges and rounded butt end. Thickens to base. One pair of notches along tang edges.
Single find on the bank of Pod Brook.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 36); Kenworthy 1900

274. Wolseys (Wallis's), Great Dunmow [Great Easton], Essex
BM (1886,0417.1)
L. 136mm; Bl.L. 69mm; Ta.L. 67mm; Bl.W. 42mm; Ta.W. 39mm; Pt.Max.W. 46mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, irregular areas of handling polish on one blade face, blunting, flaking and rounding along tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. Dark reddish–brown patination covering a distinctly banded flint. Surface very glassy and shiny. Opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous. No cortex present.

No contextual information available.

Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 43)

275. Brick House Farm, fingringhoe/South Wivenhoe, Colchester, Essex
Private collection
Essex HER (12592)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MEX36367&resourceID=1001
Grey flint.
No contextual information available.

276. Layer Road, Abberton, Colchester, Essex
Unknown collection
Essex HER (2144)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MEX7509&resourceID=1001
No morphological information available.
Single find in a garden.

277. Kelvedon, Essex
Lost
No morphological information available.
Possibly found with four polished stone axes.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 40); Kenworthy 1900

278. Kelvedon, Essex
Lost
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 41); Kenworthy 1900

279. Lion Point, Jaywick, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex
BM (1958.0506.621)
L. 68mm; Bl.W. 43mm; Pt.Max.W. 68mm; Bl.Th. 6mm
Fragment of blade of flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Sub-parallel and sub-parallel oblique retouch covers both faces. Wear comprises rounding along blade edges and irregular areas of handling polish on blade faces. Dark brownish–grey flint with darker curvilinear areas evenly distributed within the matrix. Surface glassy and matte. Translucent. Homogeneous but with two small inclusions which disrupt the parallel retouch. No cortex present.
No contextual information available.

280. Southend waterworks at Beavis Hall, Langford near Maldon, Essex
Central Museum, Southend
BL.L. 72mm; Bl.W. 52mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 54mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Single find in a gravel quarry.

281. Admiral's Park, Chelmsford, Essex
Unknown collection
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 37)

282. Rayliegh, Rochford, Essex
Unknown collection
Essex HER (9886)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MEX31148&resourceID=1001
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
283. Wyburn Height Estate, Dawes Heath, Thundersley, Southend
Central Museum, Southend (349-1)
Essex HER (9727) & Southend HER
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MEX30815&resourceID=1001
L. 160mm; Bl.L. 77mm; Ta.L. 83mm; Bl.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 44mm; Pt.Max.W. 50mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Single find during gravel extraction.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 38); Pollitt 1930

284. Thorpe Hall Brickfield, Southchurch, Essex
Central Museum, Southend (198-1)
Southend HER
L. 151mm; Bl.L. 76mm; Ta.L. 75mm; Bl.W. 58mm; Ta.W. 54mm; Pt.Max.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 3. Near complete flint dagger, tip present but extreme end of butt chipped off. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Thickens markedly to junction. One pair of notches along tang edges, one notch rather damaged. Ground and polished facet near base. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, rounding along tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. Blueish–white cortexation covers flint surface, some brownish iron staining on one face. Surface Somewhat granular and matte. Totally opaque. Homogeneous with only a few rough inclusions which were too tenacious to knap easily. No cortex present.
Part of a funerary assemblage: found near head of crouched inhumation along with three or four flakes of flint and a fragmented Beaker.
Clarke 1970; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 42); Pollitt 1930

285. Thames Haven, Thurrock, Essex
MOL (49.107/6 [Loaned to Thurrock Local History Museum])
Bl.L. 146mm; Bl.W. 48mm
Described as leaf shaped with a flat base. Black flint.
No contextual information available.

286. Grays, Thurrock, Essex
BM (1915,1005.1)
Essex HER (1665)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MEX5997&resourceID=1001
L. 134mm; Bl.L. 70mm; Ta.L. 64mm; Bl.W. 46mm; Ta.W. 44mm; Pt.Max.W. 47mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 39); Smith 1919

287. Cliftonville [Sunley Estate], Isle of Thanet, Kent
Private collection
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flattish but somewhat rounded.
Single find.
Hart 2012

288. Ramsgate [West Cliff], Kent
Lost
Found with two square-profiled flint axes on a coastal cliff.
Hicks 1878; Hart 2012
289. Upchurch, Swale, Kent
Private collection
Kent HER (TQ 86 NW 36)
L. 164mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Hilted Scandinavian dagger. Complete flint dagger with tip. Hilt edges parallel, butt end largely flat but with a point. Thickens markedly to hilt. Light greyish–brown flint mottled with rings and blotches.
Single find in a gravel quarry.
Anon. 1934

290. Ringlemere, Kent
Unknown collection
Fragment of the tang end of a flint dagger.
Single find within a burnt layer in upper fill of a henge or barrow ditch.

291. Canterbury, Kent
Kingswood School, Bath
Kent HER (TR 15 NW 93)
L. 187mm; Bl.W. 66mm
No contextual information available.
Gardner 1950

292. Penenden Heath, Boxley, Maidstone, Kent
Maidstone Museum
Kent HER (TQ 75 NE 8 & TQ 75 NE 101)
No morphological information available.
Single find.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 45)

293. Maidstone, Kent
Lost
Kent HER (TQ 75 NE 60)
L. 203mm
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Anon. 1855; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 46)

294. Hunton, Kent
BM (1916,0605.70)
L. 128mm; Ta.W. 42mm; Pt.Max.W. 11mm; Ta.Th. 11mm
No contextual information available.

295. Battery Lane, Capel-le-Ferne, Dover, Kent
Folkestone Museum (21-1935)
Kent HER (TR 23 NW 10)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MKE5593&resourceID=1005
L. 157mm; Bl.W. 53mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Single find in a garden.
Jessup 1940
 Greater London (Thames)
BM (1856,0701.1354)
L. 178mm; BL.L. 101mm; Ta.L. 77mm; BL.W. 53mm; Ta.W. 36mm; Pt.Max.W. 54mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; BL.Th. 10mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end largely flat but somewhat rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Thickens to butt end. Unresharpened. Wear comprises irregular flaking along blade edges, areas of handling polish on blade, polishing and rounding along tang edges and rounded arisses on tang faces. Facets of manufacture polish present on blade. Tan brown flint with darker grey brown area along one edge and at the tip, uniformly speckled with white. Surface glassy and shiny. Opaque. Homogeneous with a thin, linear inclusion on the tang at the interface of the lighter and darker brown areas. Slim traces of weathered white cortex on base end on both tang faces near base. Found in the River Thames.
Evans 1897; Smith 1919

 London (Thames), Greater London
BM [not located]
No morphological information available. Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 61); Smith 1919

 London (Thames), Greater London
MOL [not located]
No morphological information available. Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 62)

 Walthamstow, Greater London
Townley Hall Museum, Burnley (1953.1.9 [not located])
No morphological information available. No contextual information available.

 Tottenham, Greater Greater London
Yorkshire Museum, York
No morphological information available. No contextual information available.
Celoria & MacDonald 1969

 Shepherds Hill (?Hornsey), Haringey, Greater London
BM (1871,10-12,1)
Greater London HER (080266/00/00)
L. 159mm; BL.L. 73mm; Ta.L. 86mm; BL.W. 50mm; Ta.W. 51mm; Pt.Max.W. 81mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; BL.Th. 9mm
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 64); Madge 1938; 1939; Smith 1919

 Erith (Thames), Greater London
MOL (49.107/10)
L. 118mm; BL.L. 69mm; Ta.L. 49mm; BL.W. 31mm; Ta.W. 22mm; Pt.Max.W. 57mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; BL.Th. 9mm

 Colyers Lane, Crayford (near Hawbury), Greater London
BM (1933,0406.84)
L. 177mm; BL.L. 116mm; Ta.L. 61mm; BL.W. 33mm; Ta.W. 24mm; Pt.Max.W. 82mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; BL.Th. 11mm
Possibly a hilted Scandinavian style dagger. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end largely flat but with a point. Scaled retouch covers both faces, sub-parallel retouch present on one face. Thickest
at junction. Unresharpened. Wear comprises flaking along one blade edge and at blade tip, handling polish present on one blade face, blunting and rounding along tang edges, polished arrises on tang faces. Dark grey flint. Surface glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with a few very small voids present on the surface. No cortex present. Single find in a clay pit.

304. Eynsford Crescent (No 36), Bexley, Greater London
Unknown collection
Greater London HER (070487/00/00)
Tester 1969

305. London Bridge (Thames), Greater London
BM (WG 603)
Greater London HER (090709/00/00)
L. 160mm; Bl.L. 85mm; Ta.L. 75mm; Bl.W. 63mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 57mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 60); Smith 1919

306. Chelsea Bridge (Thames), Greater London
BM (1903,0407.2)
Greater London HER (112076/00/00)
L. 149mm; Bl.L. 71mm; Ta.L. 78mm; Bl.W. 48mm; Ta.W. 44mm; Pt.Max.W. 44mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end largely rounded but with a point. Blade quite wide. Three pairs of notches and one unpaired notch along tang edges. Possible presence of a ground and polished facet at base. Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 55); Smith 1919

307. The Parade (Thames), Battersea, Wandsworth, Greater London
MOL (A13480 [Loaned to River and Rowing Museum Henley])
Greater London HER (MLO10050)
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Tang edges very tapered, but end largely rounded but with a point. Blade quite wide. Three pairs of notches and one unpaired notch along tang edges. Possible presence of a ground and polished facet at base. Found in the River Thames.
Celoria & MacDonald 1969; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 53); Lawrence 1929; Smith 1919

308. Battersea (Thames), Wandsworth, Greater London
BM (Sturge.135. a)
L. 153mm; Bl.L. 103mm; Ta.L. 50mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 39mm; Pt.Max.W. 54mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 10mm

309. Hammersmith (Thames), Greater London
MOL (A13474)
BLL. 75mm; Bl.W. 49mm; Ta.W. 45mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 4. Near complete flint dagger, tip present but broken across tang. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Thickens slightly to tang. Resharpened. Wear comprises irregular flaking along blade edges, handling polish along blade edges, blunting, and polished arrises on tang faces. Dark grey flint, with some irregular black marking and irregular white mottling. Surface glassy and shiny. Opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with pale grey–white matte inclusions including a very large one at the centre which were obviously too tenacious to knap easily. No cortex present.
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 58); Lawrence 1929

310. Hammersmith (Thames), Greater London
BM (Sturge 302)
L. 138mm; BL.L. 71mm; Ta.L. 67mm; Bl.W. 51mm; Ta.W. 48mm; Pt.Max.W. 61mm; Ta.Th. 7mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Found in the River Thames.

311. Hammersmith (Thames), Greater London
MOL (A20980)
L. 154mm; BL.L. 72mm; Ta.L. 82mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 40mm; Pt.Max.W. 63mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 57); Lawrence 1929

312. Hammersmith (Thames), Greater London
BM (1965,0209.57)
L. 158mm; BL.L. 81mm; Ta.L. 83mm; Bl.W. 53mm; Ta.W. 53mm; Pt.Max.W. 81mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 56); Smith 1919; Lawrence 1929

313. Chiswick (Thames?), Greater London
MOL (O1033)
L. 164mm; BL.L. 81mm; Ta.L. 83mm; Bl.W. 53mm; Ta.W. 53mm; Pt.Max.W. 81mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 1. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickens to tang. Resharpened. Wear appears to be largely post-depositional and the result of rolling. Wear comprises crushing and flaking along blade edges, rounding along tang edges and polished arrises on both blade and tang faces. Dark grey flint with some curvilinear black markings and some white mottling on one face. Surface glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with one small inclusion near the tip. No cortex present.
Possibly found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 63); Smith 1920

314. near Kew (Thames?), Greater London
MOL [not located]
No morphological information available.
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932; Smith 1920

315. near Kew (Thames?), Greater London
MOL [not located]
No morphological information available.
Possibly found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932; Smith 1920

316. near Kew (Thames?), Greater London
MOL [not located]
No morphological information available.
Possibly found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932; Smith 1920
317. near Kew (Thames?), Greater London
MOL [not located]
No morphological information available.
Possibly found in the River Thames.
*Grimes 1932; Smith 1920*

318. near Kew (Thames?), Greater London
MOL [not located]
No morphological information available.
Possibly found in the River Thames.
*Grimes 1932; Smith 1920*

319. Kew Bridge (Thames), Greater London
MOL (O1026)

L. 143mm; B.L. 79mm; T.a.L. 64mm; B.L. W. 55mm; T.a.W. 49mm; P.t. Max. W. 55mm; T.a. Th. 10mm; B.L. Th. 6mm

Found in the River Thames.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 100); Smith 1920*

320. Hurlingham, Greater London
Unknown collection
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
*Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 59)*

321. Putney (Thames), Greater London
BM (2005.0501.919)

L. 96mm; B.L. 57mm; P.t. Max. W. 96mm; B.L. Th. 9mm

Found in the River Thames.

322. Barn Elms (Thames), Barnes, Greater London
MOL (A23473)

L. 146mm; B.L. 76mm; T.a.L. 70mm; B.L. W. 66mm; T.a.W. 54mm; P.t. Max. W. 55mm; T.a. Th. 9mm; B.L. Th. 9mm

Found in the River Thames.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 97); Lawrence 1929*

323. Syon Reach (Thames), Greater London
MOL (31.30)

L. 117mm; B.L. 57mm; T.a. L. 60mm; B.L. W. 40mm; T.a. W. 37mm; P.t. Max. W. 36mm; T.a. Th. 8mm; B.L. Th. 10mm

Found in the River Thames.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 67); Lawrence 1929*
324. Syon Reach (Thames), Greater London
MOL (78)
Ta.L. 84mm; Bl.W. 54mm; Ta.W. 46mm; Ta.Th. 8mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
Class 2. Near complete flint dagger, tip missing. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces, sub-parallel retouch present on one face. Thickens to tang. Two pairs of notches present on tang edges. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish at junction, rounding along tang edges and particularly visible on the notches, rounded arrises on blade and tang faces. Dark brown patination covers variegated grey flint. Surface very glassy and shiny. Opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with a few small inclusions which appear to be somewhat tenacious. Area of porous, matte grey cortex present on one tang face which is surrounded by a dark, translucent transition zone. Found in the River Thames.
Catalogue of the Collection... Guildhall Museum 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 65&66); Lawrence 1929

325. Syon Reach (Thames), Greater London
MOL (78 [duplicate])
L. 146mm
Class 1. Fragment of flint dagger including tang and part of blade. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. One pair of notches and one unpaired notch along tang edges.
Found in the River Thames.
Catalogue of the Collection... Guildhall Museum 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 65)

326. Seymour Road/Wimbledon Park Road, Wandsworth, Greater London
private collection
Greater London HER (020798/00/00)
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.

327. Merton Road, Wandsworth, Greater London
private collection
Greater London HER (031269/00/00)
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Lawrence 1890

328. Ham House (Thames), Richmond-upon-Thames, Greater London
BM (Unreg)
L. 166mm; Bl.L. 86mm; Ta.L. 80mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 45mm; Pt.Max.W. 86mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 99); Smith 1919

329. Cross Deep near Pope's Villa (Thames), Richmond, Greater London
MOL (60.176/150)
Greater London HER (100243/00/00)
L. 169mm; Bl.L. 87mm; Ta.L. 82mm; Bl.W. 63mm; Ta.W. 45mm; Pt.Max.W. 56mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Found in the River Thames.
Lawrence 1929

330. Tooting, Wandsworth, Greater London
BM (Sturge.2172)
Greater London HER (031262/00/00)
L. 74mm; Ta.L. 74mm; Ta.W. 39mm; Pt.Max.W. 15mm; Ta.Th. 8mm
No contextual information available.
331. Twickenham near Hampton Court (Thames), Richmond-upon-Thames, Greater London
BM (1964,1206.468)
L. 120mm; B.L. 72mm; T.a. L. 48mm; B.W. 51mm; T.a. W. 41mm; P.t. Max.W. 49mm; T.a. Th. 11mm; B.T. 8mm
Found in the River Thames.

332. Teddington (Thames), Richmond upon Thames, Greater London
BM (1861,0604.1)
L. 147mm; B.L. 72mm; T.a. L. 73mm; B.W. 55mm; T.a. W. 47mm; P.t. Max.W. 68mm; T.a. Th. 12mm; B.T. 9mm
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 69); Smith 1919

333. Kingston upon Thames (Thames), Greater London
Kingston Museum, Kingston upon Thames (716)
L. 161mm; B.W. 63mm; B.T. 9mm
Found in the River Thames.
Field 1983

334. Kingston upon Thames, Greater London
BM (WG.602)
L. 156mm; B.L. 86mm; T.a. L. 70mm; B.W. 50mm; T.a. W. 42mm; P.t. Max.W. 63mm; T.a. Th. 12mm; B.T. 10mm
No contextual information available.
Field 1983; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 101); Smith 1919

335. East Molesey (Thames), Greater London
BM (2005,0501.932)
Surrey HER (2448)
L. 165mm; B.L. 88mm; T.a. L. 72mm; B.W. 56mm; T.a. W. 52mm; P.t. Max.W. 80mm; T.a. Th. 10mm; B.T. 8mm
Class 3. Near complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end flat but somewhat rounded. Scaled retouch present on both faces, parallel retouch present on one face and sub-parallel retouch present on the other. Thickness to tang. Three pairs of notches and one unpaired notch present on tang edges. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on both faces, blunting and crushing along tang edges, rounded arrises on tang faces and some irregular flaking near the butt end. Light orangish–brown patination covers variegated grey flint. Surface glassy and shiny. Opaque. Inhomogeneous with several round, totally opaque pale grey inclusions of various sizes which do not affect object form. No cortex present.
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 102); Smith 1919

336. Carshalton, Greater London
Unknown collection
Greater London HER (020120/00/00 & 030247/00/00 & 020035/00/00)
Class 3. Near complete flint dagger with tip but missing butt end. Tang edges very tapered. Two pairs of notches along tang edges. Single find in digging.
Clinch 1902; Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 98)
337. Stonehouse, Cookham Dean [Cookham Dene], Berkshire
BM (1905,1025.1)
L. 89mm; Bl.L. 83mm; Bl.W. 49mm; Pt.Max.W. 47mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Single find during dredging.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 5); Smith 1919

338. Heatherwood Hospital, Ascot, Berkshire
Reading University (Lost)
No morphological information available.
Single find in soil used to build a barrow.
Bradley & Keith-Lucas 1975

339. Lambourn (‘seven barrows’) [barrow 17], Berkshire
BM (1862,0707.14)
L. 171mm; Bl.L. 85mm; Ta.L. 86mm; Bl.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 53mm; Pt.Max.W. 85mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Thickens slightly to centre. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, rounding and flaking along tang edges, some polishing around the base. Upon excavation, a glutinous substance observed on dagger which is no longer visible. Solid white cortication covers flint surface, somewhat discoloured by iron staining. Surface somewhat granular and matte. Totally opaque. Inhomogeneous with several variably sized matte grey inclusions irregularly distributed throughout the flint matrix and clearly tenacious. No cortex present.
Part of a funerary assemblage in a barrow: Found behind the head of a male crouched inhumation along with a flint striker and iron pyrites.
Case 1956–7; Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 4); Smith 1919; Thurnam 1843

340. Sunbury (Thames), Spelthorne, Surrey
BM (Sturge.303)
Surrey L. 149mm; Bl.L. 77mm; Ta.L. 72mm; Bl.W. 54mm; Ta.W. 49mm; Pt.Max.W. 67mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 11mm
Found in the River Thames.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 68); Smith 1919

341. Walton-on-Thames, Surrey
Unknown collection
Surrey HER (218)
No morphological information available.
Single find in a garden.
Dillon 1873; Field 1983; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 104)

342. Oatlands Farm, Weybridge, Surrey
Unknown collection
Surrey HER (570)
Single find in a field.
Frere 1946

343. Weybridge (River Wey), Surrey
Weybridge Museum (1/1946)
Surrey HER (735)
No morphological information available.
Found in dredging the River Wey.
Field 1983

344. Slines Oak, Warlingham, Surrey
East Surrey Museum, Caterham
Surrey HER (3078)
L. 152mm; Bl.L. 90mm; Ta.L. 62mm; Bl.W. 33mm; Ta.W. 18mm
345. Earlsbrook Road (No 23), Redhill, Surrey
Private collection
Surrey HER (4376)
No morphological information available.
Single find in a garden.

346. Peasmarsh [Pease Marsh], Godalming, Surrey
Ashmolean (1927.3732)
Surrey HER (1662)
L. 121mm; Bl.L. 88mm; Bl.W. 40mm; Pt.Max.W. 64mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
No contextual information available.
Evans 1897; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 103)

347. Willinghurst House, Winterfold Heath, Wonersh, Surrey
Unknown collection
Surrey HER (3268)
L. 132mm; Bl.W. 49mm; Bl.Th. 5mm
Described as of refined manufacture with scaled retouch covering both faces. Reddish–brown patination covers flint surface.
No contextual information available.
Bird et al. 1989; Field 1988

348. Eastbourne, East Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Curwen 1941; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 107)

349. Seaford, Lewes, East Sussex
Seaford Council Offices (Hurrell Collection)
East Sussex HER (MES1706)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MES1706&resourceID=1026
Fragment of the blade of a flint dagger. Described by Curwen (1941) has having been reworked after the breakage across the tang.
No contextual information available.
Curwen 1932, 1941; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 117)

350. near Newhaven, East Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
Fragment of a flint dagger.
No contextual information available.
Curwen 1932

351. near Newhaven, East Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
Fragment of a flint dagger.
No contextual information available.
Curwen 1932

352. Crawley, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes
L. 44mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Fragment of the blade of a flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Unresharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges and handling polish on one blade face. Brownish flint with dark circular area at tip. Surface glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Somewhat inhomogeneous with a few very small inclusions visible as voids in the surface and a larger chalky inclusion within the matrix at the break. No cortex present.
Single find.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 106)
353. Chelwood Vachery [Vetchery Wood], West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes (Curwen collection)
L. 51mm; Ta.Th. 10mm

354. Hurst Hill, Horsham, West Sussex
Private collection
L. 143mm; Bl.W. 46mm
Described by Curwen (1928) as having sharp edges and being worked fully on both faces. Pair of large notches on tang edges. Single find in a field.
Curwen 1928, 1932; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 108)

355. Chichester College Brinsbury Campus, Pulborough, West Sussex
Unknown collection

356. Chichester College Brinsbury Campus, Pulborough, West Sussex
Unknown collection

357. Chichester College Brinsbury Campus, Pulborough, West Sussex
Unknown collection

358. Springhead Clump, South Downs, Pulborough District, Parham Parish [near Lewes?], West Sussex
Private collection
L. 190mm; Bl.W. 38mm
Curwen 1932; Grimes 1932; Price 2004 [1942]

359. Poynings, West Sussex
Unknown collection
No morphological information available. No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 109)

360. Dyke Road Laine (near Devil's Dyke rail station), Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
L. 109mm; Ta.L. 69mm; Ta.W. 42mm; Pt.Max.W. 40mm; Ta.Th. 9mm
Curwen 1932; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 112)
361. Dyke Road Laine (near Devil's Dyke rail station), Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
L. 66mm; Ta.Th. 13mm
Fragment of the tang end of a probable flint dagger. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end pointed. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Uneven in profile. Ground and polished facet near base. Wear comprises rounding and flaking along tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. Grey flint mottled with blueish–white cortication. Surface somewhat granular and matte. Opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with many small, rough inclusions and one larger one near one edge which was too tenacious to be knapped. Worn and rounded chalky white cortex present on the butt end and on one tang face. Single find.

Curwen 1932; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 116)

362. near Devil's Dyke rail station, Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
Fragment of a possible flint dagger.
Single find.
Curwen 1932

363. near Devil's Dyke rail station, Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
Fragment of a possible flint dagger.
Single find.
Curwen 1932

364. near Devil's Dyke rail station, Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
Fragment of a possible flint dagger.
Single find.
Curwen 1932

365. near Devil's Dyke rail station, Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
Fragment of a possible flint dagger.
Single find in a field.
Curwen 1932

366. near Devil's Dyke rail station, Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
Fragment of a possible flint dagger.
Single find in a field.
Curwen 1932

367. near Devil's Dyke rail station, Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
Fragment of a possible flint dagger.
Single find in a field.
Curwen 1932

368. near Devil's Dyke rail station, Poynings, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
West Sussex HER (3894 - MWS5452)
Fragment of a possible flint dagger.
Single find in a field.
Curwen 1932
369. Falmer Hill, West Sussex
Royal pavilion, Brighton (4697/02)
L. 141mm; Bl.L. 75mm; Ta.L. 66mm; Bl.W. 49mm; Ta.W. 43mm; Pt.Max.W. 44mm; Ta.Th. 16mm; Bl.Th. 10mm
Class 3. Near complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique somewhat crude. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Thickens markedly to tang. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on blade faces, rounding along tang edges and rounded arrises on tang faces. An unidentified gloss is present on one tang edge and may relate to modern rehaftings such as the one in which it is currently mounted. Light grey flint darkening to base and mottled with white and grey speckles. Surface glassy and matte. Totally opaque. Somewhat inhomogeneous with a few inclusions including and large and tenacious inclusion in the tang which affects the object form. Chalky white cortex on base surrounded by dark and shiny transition zone.
Single find.

370. Stoke Down, Funtington, Chichester, West Sussex
Barbican Museum, Lewes [not located]
Chichester HER (CD1043) & West Sussex HER (520 - MWS1762)
L. 127mm; Bl.W. 38mm; Ta.Th. 7mm
Single find in digging.
Curwen 1941

371. Four Marks, Cheriton, Hampshire
Hampshire County Museums Service (1984.5)
Hampshire HER (32,061)
No morphological information available
No contextual information available.
Hughes 1986

372. Gob's Barrow (twin barrow) [Barrow Dene House], Portsdown, Portsmouth, Hampshire
Lost
Hampshire HER (23,291) & Portsmouth HER (MPM111)
No morphological information available
Part of a funerary assemblage in a cist under an oval barrow: Found with a crouched inhumation (?m), a Beaker, a jet bead and a flint scraper.
Clarke 1970; Grimes 1932; Williams-Freeman 1934

373. Bitterne Manor (Clausentum), Southampton, Hampshire
Southampton Archaeological Collections (A.633.63)
Southampton HER (MSH1732)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSH1732&resourceID=1016
L. 50mm
Fragment of a flint dagger.
Single find in digging.
Dale 1902

374. University of Southampton (Highfield Campus), Southampton, Hampshire
Lost
Southampton HER (MSH274) & Hampshire HER (25,834)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MSH274&resourceID=1016
No morphological information available.
Single find.

375. The Slings, Melchet Park and Plaitford, Hampshire
Southampton Museum (A16.35.(1969))
Hampshire HER (22,105)
Fragment of the blade of a flint dagger. Very dark brownish–black flint.
Single find in gravel.

376. Wiltshire
Unknown collection
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
Grimes 1932
377. Aldbourne, Wiltshire
Unknown collection
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 118)*

378. Lockeridge, West Overton, Wiltshire
Private collection
L. 140mm; Bl.W. 51mm
Class 2. Complete flint dagger with tip. Tang edges very tapered, butt end rounded. Smith (1919) describes notches on tang edges and binding traces in the form dark lines between them.
Part of a funerary assemblage in a flat grave: Found with a crouched inhumation (?)m) and a Beaker.
*Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 125); Smith 1919
Cunnington 1927; Anon. 1922; Annable & Simpson 1964*

379. ?Avebury, Wiltshire
Unknown collection
L. 156mm; Bl.Th. 20mm
Complete flint dagger. Manufacture technique refined.
Having been acquired from an antiques dealer, no contextual information is available and find location is suspect.
*Grinsell 1954a; 1954b*

380. Durrington Walls, Wiltshire
Wiltshire Museum, Devizes (DZSWS:STHEAD.85b)
L. 163mm; Bl.L. 85mm; Ta.L. 78mm; Bl.W. 45mm; Ta.W. 42mm; Pt.Max.W. 69mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Part of a funerary assemblage under a large sarsen stone: Found with an inhumation, a small ground-stone whetstone, a V-perforated jet button, a jet pulley-ring and two chalk or marl buttons.
*Annable & Simpson 1964; Cunnington et al. 1896; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 123); Hoare 1812; Smith 1919*

381. Amesbury (G54) [aka Stonehenge (B 39)], Wiltshire
Wiltshire Museum, Devizes (DZSWS:STHEAD.84)
L. 184mm; Bl.L. 88mm; Ta.L. 96mm; Bl.W. 52mm; Ta.W. 54mm; Pt.Max.W. 88mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces, parallel retouch present on one face. Lenticular in profile, thickens to tang. Two ground and polished facets at base. Resharpened. Very little wear which comprises flaking along blade edges, rounding and crushing along tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. Brownish–grey flint partially corticated blueish white and evenly mottled with white. Surface glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with a few matte grey inclusions. Dagger appears to have been knapped so that a white linear feature in the flint is present at junction of tang and blade. No cortex present.
Part of a funerary assemblage under a barrow: found at feet of crouched inhumation (?)m) along with a Beaker and an oblong piece of stone.
*Annable & Simpson 1964; Cunnington et al. 1896; Evans 1897; Gray 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 124); Hoare 1812; Smith 1919*

382. Dinton-Fovant area, Wiltshire
Salisbury and south Wiltshire Museum
No morphological information available.
No contextual information available.
*Pugh and Crittall 1957*

383. Somerset
Museum of Somerset, Taunton (A.2219)
L. 142mm; Bl.L. 66mm; Ta.L. 76mm; Bl.W. 48mm; Ta.W. 46mm; Pt.Max.W. 66mm; Ta.Th. 12mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Class 4. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique somewhat refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end somewhat irregular but rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickens markedly to tang. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along both blade edges, handling polish on both blade faces, rounding on tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. An unidentified gloss is present on blade edges and one blade face. Tan brown discoloration of blueish-grey flint with black curvilinear features. Surface glassy and matte. Totally opaque. Inhomogeneous with large tan and grey cherty inclusions which were tenacious and led to knapping errors around them. Area of ground and polished off-white cortex on base surrounded by dark black transition zone.

*Annable & Simpson 1964; Cunningham et al. 1896; Evans 1897; Gray 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 124); Hoare 1812; Smith 1919*
384. Charterhouse Warren Farm swallet, Charterhouse, Somerset
Unknown collection
L. 164mm; Bl.W. 50mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Near complete flint dagger, tip missing. Described by Levitan et al. (1988) as finely flaked, slim and lanceolate. Tang edges tapering. Slightly plano convex in profile, thickens slightly to blade. Possibly resharpened or reworked as tip area rounded.
Part of an apparent funerary context within a deliberately sealed layer in a natural swallet: Found with sub-adult human remains, a Beaker, animal bones, five 'sponge finger' stones, a polished black pebble, two hammer stones, a bone pin, an antler spatula and 18 other flint implements.
Levitan et al. 1988; Levitan & Smart 1989; Lewis 2000; 2005; Stanton 1989

385. west of Glastonbury (bogs), Somerset
Museum of Somerset, Taunton (A.2218)
L. 153mm; BL.L. 83mm; Ta.L. 70mm; Bl.W. 57mm; Ta.W. 55mm; Pt.Max.W. 70mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 4. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flat but with a point. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, though more oval at base where it is markedly thicker. Ground and polished facet at base. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish at juncture on blade and tang faces and crushing and rounding along tang edges. Dark brownish grey flint with some dark circular features. Surfice very glassy and shiny. Translucent. Homogeneous with only a few tan grey matte inclusions which were not overly tenacious. Very tiny traces of off-white cortex are visible on the ground and polished facet at the base.
Single find in the Glastonbury bogs.
Gray 1903; 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 80)

386. west of Glastonbury (bogs), Somerset
Museum of Somerset, Taunton (A.2217)
LB.W. 57mm; Ta.W. 53mm; Ta.Th. 9mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Single find in the Glastonbury bogs.
Gray 1903; 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 79)

387. west of Glastonbury (bogs), Somerset
Museum of Somerset, Taunton (A.2216)
L. 181mm; BL.L. 96mm; Ta.L. 85mm; Bl.W. 55mm; Ta.W. 51mm; Pt.Max.W. 74mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Single find in the Glastonbury bogs.
Gray 1903; 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 81)

388. west of Glastonbury (bogs), Somerset
Museum of Somerset, Taunton (A.2215)
L. 164mm; BL.L. 84mm; Ta.L. 80mm; Bl.W. 49mm; Ta.W. 47mm; Pt.Max.W. 65mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 3. Near complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end rounded. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Slightly plano-convex in profile, thickens to tang. Resharpened. Wear comprises flaking along blade edges, handling polish on both blade faces, rounding along tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. Small facet of striated manufacture polish remains on one face of blade near the edge. Variegated grey flint. Surface very glassy and shiny. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with a few matte brown, cherty inclusions which are somewhat tenacious, but do not affect object form. No cortex present.
Single find in the Glastonbury bogs.
Gray 1903; 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 82)
389. Wick barrow ("Pixie's Mound"), Stogursey (Stoke-Courcy), Somerset
Museum of Somerset, Taunton (A.941)
L. 136mm; Bl.L. 64mm; Ta.L. 72mm; Bl.W. 50mm; Ta.W. 49mm; Pt.Max.W. 64mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 7mm
Class 1. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges somewhat tapered, butt end flat. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Lenticular in profile, thickens to tang. Two pairs of very shallow notches on tang edges. Heavily resharpened. Very little wear which comprises flaking along blade edges, rounding along tang edges. An area of striated polish is present on one face near an inclusion, perhaps an attempt to remove or reduce it. Cross-cross binding traces present on both faces near notches, somewhat obscured by paper label. Blueish-white cortication covers entire surface. Surface glassy and matte. Totally opaque. Homogeneous with a few rough grey or tan inclusions which are not tenacious.
Part of funerary assemblage under a barrow: Found behind hip of crouched inhumation (?m) along with a flint knife and a Beaker.
Clarke 1970; Gray 1908; Grimes 1932 (Cat. No. 78); Smith 1919

390. Iwerne Minster, Dorset
BM (1892,0901.112)
L. 84mm; Ta.W. 34mm; Pt.Max.W. 2mm; Ta.Th. 14mm
No contextual information available.

391. Lynchard, Langton Matravers, Dorset
Red House Museum, Christchurch
Part of a likely funerary assemblage in a disturbed cist which also yielded a "sponge finger" stone and a jet button.
Calkin 1959

392. Trengwainton House, Madron, Penwith, Cornwall
Royal Cornwall Museum, Truro (1993.52)
Cornwall and Scilly HER (37235)
URL: http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=MCO1632&resourceID=1020
L. 159mm; Bl.L. 71mm; Ta.L. 86mm; Bl.W. 56mm; Ta.W. 56mm; Pt.Max.W. 73mm; Ta.Th. 10mm; Bl.Th. 8mm
Class 3. Complete flint dagger with tip. Manufacture technique refined. Tang edges very tapered, butt end pointed. Scaled retouch covers both faces. Resharpened. Wear comprises handling polish on both blade faces at junction, rounding along tang edges and polished arrises on tang faces. Irregular areas of an unidentified gloss is present on both blade edges as well as the blade and tang faces. Variegated pale grey flint. Surface glassy and matte. Somewhat translucent. Homogeneous with a few small which sub-circular inclusions which do not affect object form. No cortex present.
Single find during tree clearing.
Tyacke 1993

393. Scariff (Scairbh) [Tulia], Co Clare, Ireland
Hunterian Museum, Glasgow (B.1951.2645)
L. 143mm; Bl.L. 82mm; Ta.L. 59mm; Bl.W. 44mm; Ta.W. 40mm; Pt.Max.W. 82mm; Ta.Th. 11mm; Bl.Th. 9mm
Single find in the bottom of a dried up lake.
Clark 1932; Corcoran 1964, 1966; Day 1895; Macalister 1921
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